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ROY, Mora County,

At the regular meeting of
Homestead Lodge I. 0. O. F,
Wednesday night it was unanimously decided to set aside $200.
from the Lodge Funds to be lean
ed by the Trustees to members
of the Order needing it to buy
seed or other necessities for the
planting of crops. The conditions will be such that any member needing help can meet them
and this money isavailable nowon

making arrangements with the
Lodge Trustees.
Dan Laumbach drove in from
the ranch Tuesday with Frank
Lujan, who came to town to
telegraph Las Vegas regarding
hi3 Grandmother,
Mrs. Lujan,
who is reported very ill there.
Mrs. Bell Kilmurray was up
Tuesday from the ranch in
where she has been with
her mother the past two months
La-Cint-

r
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The country to the south and
east of Roy had a fine rain last
Friday. It didn't rain in Roy or
north but in some places 2 inches
of rain is "reported.' The heaviest was northeast of Solano.
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Manager.
Mabel Bruce, Assistant Mgr.
Grace V. Ogden, Captain
Clara Martin, Assistant Capt.
Lillian Griner, Secretary
Ollie Justice. Treas.
A. C. Branch, Coach.
Any lady abové the age of
sixteen years is eligible to a mem
bership on this team. .
Practice has already commenced and will be continued until a
high degree of proficiency is at"
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War News
Santa Fe, N. M.
May 23rd. 1917.
Spanish American,
Roy, New Mexico.

Highly important
for the honor of New Mexico that
all people appreciate necessity of
making success of Registration
day June 5th which will become
one of the red letter days of
American History. To this end
the council of defense earnestly
requests that you carry this line
it
across top of page one, "The
honor roll of patriots will be made
Frank Roy has his old Henry June 5th, write your
name."
Car rebuilt into a very practical
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Jake Floersheim is again going
on record as one of the public
spirited men of the town. He
has granted permission to the
Roy Boy Scouts to plow up 12
acres of the streets of his addition to the town of Roy to plant
to beans and other crops which
can be planted and cared for by
town people.
This is a practical move along
the line of preparedness advocated by national and state Boosters
and will be a good thing for
the boy who participate in
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with Finnncii in the Right"
May 26, 1917.
Saturday.

"Roy has an organized Base
Ball Team at last! To be sure
there are no men who play but
the ladies have organized a team
and are going to blay ball this
summer.
x
Most of the girls 'in town are
members and some married ladies
The little giris have also organized a team and are enthusiasts.
The organizers were Misses Lillian Griner, Irma Hall, Mabel
Bruce. Virgie and Clara Martin
Tillie Branch and Beryl Apple-gatThey met at the Kitchell
Hitel with Miss' Bruce and had
music and a social session follow
ing in which some young men
joined them;
t
The officers of the team are:- R. E. Alldredge, (Honorary)
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Practical Patriotism

Phil Lenoir,
and convenient Auto-truc- k
and General Sec'y
Council o. Defense
is getting some real good of it.
We are told that Joe Clark,
Miss Helen Russel is the new the efficient little clerk at
the
Clerk in the Roy Postoffice and is Floersheim Store in Roy for the
learning the routine this week,
past few months has gone back
to Missouri to join a company
PeteLaumbach was in town of his boy friends in enlisting.
MELVILLE FLOERSHEIM
Monday to meet his daughter,
Joe will make a good soldier
Miss Cordelia, who has been in with the same qualities that made
the
We are getting pretty well to
end of
school in Santa Fe the past term him a popular salesman.
our serus of pictures of "prominent men of
Miss Laumbach visited her grand
Roy. Our idea has been to save the 1 andscm
mother and other relatives at La Four Mills boys have enlisted
is
to
to
and
ones
cne
but
the last
there
.est
Cueva atfd also friends at Holman and will go to the front as soon
and Las Vegas. She was accom- as possible, they are Sam Dunn,
come after this one - - Modesty foibids oir
panied home by her aunt, Miss Ed Padilla, Louis Breckenridge
mentioning any namo.
Laumbach, of La Cueva and Miss and a Trujillo boy. The Recruit
ing officer was there Wednesday
Kanto.1
Melville is the eldest son of J. Floersheim,
and sent them in for examination
is one of the obliging salespeople of the big
These boys have been waiting to
. Clarence Wright and daughter
new store, Village Clrk, Member of the Roy
Mary came down from Dawson see if there was really War to go
Concert Band, Member of the Orchestra,
Tuesday and went out to the to before enlisting. They didn't
Manager and fatter of the finest boy
ranch in La Cieta canyon where want to give up their positions
in town, In fact he is a really useful citizen
the family will spend the sum unless there was need of it and
real fighting to do instead of
and there is a lot of things Lesides a bald spot
mer as is their custom.
mere training camp,
hat he w?ars.
beneath fiat "Over-size- "
Hon, Serapio Miera, of Union
A card from "Pinkey" written
County, was in Rpy Friday, he
Juarez last Thursday says at
What Othes Think
High School Play Repeated was coming home from Santa Fe
" Joe Adler and I just came over
o
he had been called as a
We are not alone in thinking-aThe High School young people where
to see the old town. All O, K,"
in case before the Fedwitness
we do about the method oí met with decided success with
E11Í3 AJbernathy writes io his
Remigio Lopez took
distributing State Aid to farmers their
petition of- - the High eral Court.
his
father
in
that, Homer, Barry and
car
De
Haven
as
him
as
far
The following , from the Raton Schcol Play Friday evening. The
get
himself are' ríów stationed at
would
he
and
from
there
Range puts the cast better than crowd was fully as large as on
home to his ranch on Tramparas Sandiego, California, that it is a
we have been able to do - - the first i ghtand they played it
Serapio is as fine place, they are well fed and
""Somebody
has "stubbed even better, The Piano Fund with other friends.
housed and are training every
their toe" in this matter cf seed got material boost from the pro game a Democrat as ever.
day on the big Coast Defense
distribution to the farmers of ceeds and the audience was more
Prof. Russel got his Ford Car guns.
the State.
than pleased with the entertain
last week and has been getting
The E P & S W. Railroad has
Evidently, someone overlooked ment,
acquainted with it. He drove it declared its intention to plant a
the primary purpj:e of the
over a hundred miles Saturday thousand acres of frijoles somefurnishing of seed to our willing
Miss May VVorley, who was
any accident and will be where along its line. They are
and patriotic farmers, w hich is here last year came last week without
enough
for his friends to getting in right as farmers and
as we undertsand it, to erable and is visiting her parents in safe
long.
before
with
ride
we speak now for the job
Ex-Mov- ie

--

Mrs. C. W. B. Leatherman, of
Solano, visited friends and childSince the mud has dried up ren in Roy several days this week them to plant an acreage this Roy. year far in excess of that' which
after the storm the streets of
would be possible without.-Stat- e
Mr. Walter Snyder and family
Roy have been in the worst conRebekahs Elect Officers aid.
Oklahoma drove in last week
of
Had
them.
dition we ever saw
By
down
the
terms
a
in
farm
taka fine big car and are visiting
person
hil
some public spiriced
Lodge
held
Harmony
Rebckah
only
can
obtain
seed
er
Snydei's parents, Mr. and
he
the
Mrs.
get
out with a
en the trouble to
Tuesday
special
meeting
called
a
"Road-Drag- "
his
needs
maximum
for
planting
Worley.
Mrs.
when the mud was
drying a few hours work would evening to nominate and elect by signing a mortgage to the
Mr3. C. C. Taylor left Saturday
have made the streets passable. officers. Circumstances combin- State not only upon the crop itprevent
ed
meeting
to
on
the
a
Lfor
upon
self,
Tucumcari to join Mr. Taylor
but
'such other proAfter the first rain now it will
at- perty, or personal security, as who went last week to accept a
lodge
good
regular
night
A
be the best of public enterprise
to get teams on the street and tendance answered the call and can be had,' reinforced by notes position with the Railroad.
drag down these rough places the following officers were elect- drawing six percent. In other
edBen Sandlin, of Chauteau Hill
words, the State puts itself in the
so that it will be possible to trav
N. G. Mrs. Grace W. Gibbs,
class with the sort of bank which called Monday to get bills for his
el again.
reelected., tightens the screws in proportion fine Jack, "Stonewall Jackson'-- '
Miss
V.
G.
Lillian
Griner.
to the helplessness of its victim, formerly owned by Charlie Pal
Mr. Steinbach and wife are
Ggden.
Sec'y
Mrs.
V.
Grace
Men who are in a position to( mer. This is one of the finest
Jake,,
at
visiting
son
his
here
put up gilt edged collateral do Jacks we ever saw in any state
They, arrived last Treas. Mrs. Clara Russell.
Mosquero.
Trustee R. C. Grunig.
not need to look to the State for and we compliment Mr. Sandlin
week after a long trip taking
close
election
and
of
the
After
Arimoney.
California,
Oregon,
Any respectable banker m tne possession oi mm.
them to
punch
by
session,
was
the
served
M.
will
Lordsburg,
N.
them on that basis.
meet
to
zona and
N.G.
and
V.G.
the
elect.
and
team
What
the
farmers of this State Miss Bessie Wcod, of Cottonwhere they left their
need
at this time is help, pnd wood Falls, Kansas is visiting
came on the train.
produc- friends in Roy. Miss Wood is
TexThey will go on to central
O. V. Cook, of Bynum, Monta- what the State needs is
detion, Nothing could be more well remembered as a pioneer
as to visit his father before
na, called Wednesday in company
ckling to settle down. Both are with Mr. W. E, Thatch, who has foolish nor more wrong than to homesteader here and many
Vvq nlr 4"A tVio
looking well and their long trip been in Roy for the past- - several discourage the farmers by im- f finnan waIiavma VtAi
has been quite an event in their weeks, to see what kind of a news posing such conditions upon them mesa.
lives,
paper we have. He orders it The State demands production
Miss Cora Moore, is back from
sent to him in Montana for and takes the. most effective way Mosauero and in ' charge of the
to prevent production. And at '
"
a while to keep track of Roy
New Jail- Roy Central
same time, instead of creat- Switch Board at the
the
thru
resign-- 1
having
'Miss
Martin
Clara
ing a kindly feeling among her
The Roy Jail is rapidly HearWe didn't learn his business
home
sickness
at
of
ed
account
on
ing completion but we hear of no as he looks like a man who would people i has created a feeling
charm
our
welcome
Many
friends
of amazement and disgust.
rivalry as to whom will first oc- tell it if it was any of ours.
Mng li tie Central Girl back to
the
$100,000 spent in seed at this
Hornbaker.is
John
cupy
time would bring a return of one town.
builder and he is mixing conMrs. F: Af Roy .returned million dollars real money which
crete and steel in such a manner
Wednesday
from her first session the State did not possess' before
Mrs. F. ÍL Foster left last
of.
get
out
to
that it will be hard
County
School
on
Board
new
the
hallfor an extended visit in
and
week
and
a
that at a time of vital need
There we two cells
Mora.
We
when
believe
at
her
place
to attend to business
fine
in
and
State and Nation. Can the Iowa
way and it will be .a
glad
is
horpé
says
to
albe
she
Tbe:Sudge ' is
tie
there..
up
matter
in the
State affcrd NOT to be liberal in
for drunks t fober
(dealing
itduring
her absence.
in this matter
X ''i;MiutcbAj)g
go a safe place to kef p priapjierj.

Drag the Roads
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Base Ball Belles

Everyone will want to hear tained.
Coun Zobeiski dethroned king
of Poland, lecture on 'The EuroMiss Mabel Bruce, expert type
pean War" at the Roy Chautau- juggler of this sheet,
visited Mrs.
qua, June 14th.
Ethel Harper P. M. at Mills
Sunday and saw the Base Ball
John Gibson and family have game between Mills and Mosquemoved from the rear of Judge ro, The score - - 25 to 1 favor of
Foster's office to their fine home Mills proves that they will
on the claim.
have to get in faster company
mesa furnishes to get
'The "Polly Trains" on this than this
even good practice games. Just
lineare trying to run without
shows you what can be done by
the passenger coaches of late
perfect organization and trainand the passenger traffic is all
ing.
crowded into the smoker on the
They will play the return game
combination Express, mail, bagat Mosquero next Sunday. , ' .
gage and passenger car.
.There is much complaint about
Mrs. Ollie Lancaster had her
it, Secretary of State Lucero's
daughters, who have been teach- first accident with a Ford last
ing School at Tucumcari, were on week. A rear axle broke when
the train Monday and promised she wa3 going 25 mile gait and
to see "Hughie Williams" as soon the wheel rolled on ahead while
as they got to Santa Fe and have she stopped the car without init changed.
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Malice toward! None, with Charity

rV.
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WRITE YOUR NAME
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threshing for them,

Alex Arnold, of Solano, called
last Friday to pay subscription to We will simply have to leave
this rag, He was going up- to the "Devil" to run this shop and
Cimarron to his old job at "Mill get out and thresh beans this
fall if the crop proves a success.
l"for awhile.
-

Harry Hughes was with 'a party
of Solano young people who at
tended the School Play m Roy
Friday night. They laughed till
they weré wiping tears so guess
they enjoyed it.

:..
1. .3
1
11
n it
xv. Auernauiy uas nau ijio
share of trouble as Agent for the
State. in the distribution of seed
in this community. We are satisfied he would produce more
crop than much of this State help
will if he were turned lose on
his own farm with nothing to
hinder him from going to it in
1

T

U.

V.

Rev. Hearn left Sunday for
Clovis, N. M. to attend a Church
Conference where he is to be one his own wa
of the speakers.
T. R. Pint has a friend Mr.
visiting from
C S. Weatherbie,
him and is
visiting
Alva Okla.
improved
farm
well
looking for a
to
They
went
buy,
for him to
to
look
át
Mosquero this week
a bargain advertised m the
Mr. Weatherbie owns the Tom

War Babies
Horn to Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
Bluhk, Tuesday, May 22nd, a boy
in
8 2 pounds and a super-bab- y
1--

every respect

Born to Mr. and Mrs. Odis Hes
kins, of Pleasant View, Tuesday
May 22nd. a boy, weight 91-- 2
Pauley farm of 320 acres near
Pleasant View and is planting
most of it to frijoles. He return
Dr. Plumlee collaborated with
Tuesday.
ed to Alva
the "StorkV in both cases and
,
ports two pairs of very happy
Prof. Russell and family have parents.
keen planting beans this week
They hsd their back yard plowed
Memorial Day
up and will garden all of it this
summer.
There will be Memorial SerT
big
killed
a
and Decoration Day Exer
vices
Edgar Floersheim
combined at the Mf ax Un
in
front
street
cises
rattlesnake in the
saloon
last
ion
Church
at 11 A, M. May 27th
of Frank Schultz's
Friday, There are more rattlers Rct. T,W. ' Howell will preach
thaa uual this spring, and they and p. R, Carpenter will deliver
the Deeoratioñ Day Address.
never came in to town before.
S--
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He
And there was a new element.
had thought, at first, that he could fight
down this love for Sidney. But it was
increasingly hard. The innocent touch
of her hand on his arm, the moment
when he bad held her In his arms after
her mother's death, the thousund small
Contacts of her returns to the little
house all these set his blood on fire.
And It was fighting blood.
Under his quiet exterior K. fought
many conflicts those winter days over
his desk and ledger at the office, In his
room alone, with Harriet planning fresh
By"- triumphs beyond the partition, even by
Mary Roberts RInehart
Christine's fire, with Christine Just
across, sitting in silence and watching
his grave profile and steady eyes.
He had a little picture of Sidney a
ICopyrlgUt. by McClur fubUcationa, loa)
snap-sho- t
that he bad taken himself,
her hair blowing about her, eyes looking out, tender lips smiling. When she
SIDNEY J3 MADE THE VICwas not at home, It sat on K.s dresser,
TIM OF FOUL REVENGE
When
propped against his collar-box- .
JOHNNY
AND
LITTLE
she was In the bouse, It lay under the
ROSENFELD NEARLY
DIES AT A MURDERTwo o'clock In the morning, then,
and K. In his dresslug gown, with the
ER'S HANDS.
picture propped, not against the
-box,
but against his lamp, where he
could see It.
K. LeMoyne, a mysterious
He sat forward In his chair,. his
stranger, takes a room at the
hands folded around his knee, and
Page home, presided over by
looked at It He was trying to picture
Sidney, her mother Anna and
the Sidney of the photograph in his
her Aunt Harriet, a fashionable
old life trying to find a place for her.
Through the Indressmaker.
But It was difficult There had been
fluence of Dr. Mux Wilson, a
few women In his old Ufe. Ills mother
brilliant young surgeon smitten
had died many years before. There
with ber charm, Sidney becomes
had been women who had cared for
a hospital nurse. K. loves her
him, but he put them Impatiently out
from a distance; so docs Joe
of his mind.
Druinmond, an old
Then the bell rang.
chum. At the hospital Sidney
Christine was moving about below,
makes the acquaintance of
He could hear her quick steps. Almost
Curlotta Harrison, who has
before he hud heaved his long legs out
with Doctor
been
of the chair, she was tapping at his
Wilson, and who is Jealous of
door outside.
the Innocent newcomer. Sid"It's Mrs. Rosenfeld. She says she
ney's chum, Christine Lorenz,
wants to see you."
unrrles l'almer Howe, a society
He went down the stairs. Mrsv Ro
rake, t&d they tuke rooms with
senfeld was standing In the lower null,
the Pages. Howe Is untrue to
a shawl about her shoulders. Her face
his bride. His arm Is broken in
was white and drawn above It
accident, and Johnny Rosenfeld,- his chauffeur, Is
"I've had word to go to the hospital,"
mortally Injured, All these
she said. "I thought mnybe you'd go
people are neighbors, so there
with me. It seems as if I can't stand it
Is a sort of common Interest
alone. Oh, Johnny, Johnny I"
among thera. Doctor Wllsou
"Where's Palmer?" K. demanded of
discovers that LeMoyne Is a faChristine.
mous Doctor Edwardes living In"He's not In yet"
cognito, and keeps the secret
"Are you afraid to stay la the house
collar-

high-scho-

over-lntlnia-

'

g

-

CHAPTER

XIV

Continued.

12

"I believe It is." Wilson smiled at her.
"And yet, you continue to tempt me
and expect me to yield," Sidney replied.
"One of the most delightful things
about temptation is yielding now and
then."
After all, the situation seemed ab
surd. Here was ber old friend and
neighbor asking to take her out for a
daylight ride. The swift rebellion of
youth against authority surged up In
Sidney.

"Very well ; 111 go."
Cnrlotta had gone by that time
gone with hate In her heart and black
despair. She knew very well what the
Issue would be. Sidney would drive
with him. nnd he would tell her how
lovely she looked with the nlr on her
fuco nnd the snow about her. The
Jerky motion of the little sleigh would
throw them close together. How well
she knew it all ! He would touch Sidney's hand daringly and smile In her
eyes. That was his method : to play at
like an audacious boy, until qnite suddenly the cloak dropped
and the dunger was there.
If she could get Sidney out of the
hospital, It would simplify things. She
surmised shrewdly- that on the Street
their interests were wide apart. It was
lier'e'that 'they met on common ground.
mediCurlotta gave the
cines.. Then sho sat down at the table
near the door, with the tray in front of
her. .There are certain thoughts that
sre at first functions of the brain;
after a long time the spinal cord takes
them up nud converts them into arts
almost Automatically. Perhaps becuuse
for the last month she had done the
thing no often in her mind, its actual
performance was almost without
thought.
Curlotta took a bottle from her
cupboard, and, writing a new
liibol for It, pasted It over the old one.
Then she exchanged It for one of the
same size on the medicine tray.
Throughout the dining room busy
and competent young women came and
te. hastily or leisurely as their opportunity was, andwent on their way
"í..nln. In their hands they held the
keys, not alwny of life and death perhaps, but of euse from pab., of tenderness, of smooth pillows, and cupe of
water to thirsty lips. In their eyes,
as in Sidney's, burned, the light of service. The supper room was filled with
their soft voices, the rustle of their
skirts, the gleam of their stiff white
love-mukln- g

alone?"
"No ; please go."
He run up the staircase to his room
and flung on some clothing.
In the
lower hull, Mrs. llosenfeld's sobs bad
become low moans. Christine stood
helplessly over her.
"I am terribly sorry," she said
"terribly sorry I When I think whose
fau'.t all this Is!"
Mrs. Rosenfeld put out a work-harened band and caught Christine's fingers.
"Never mind that," she said. "You
didn't do It. I guess you and I understand each other. Only pray God you
never have a child."
K. never forgot the scene 1n the smnll
emergency ward to which Johnny had
been taken. Under the white lights his
boyish figure looked strangely long.
There was a group around the bed
Max Wilson, two or three Internes, the
night nurse on duty, and the Hend.
Sitting just Inside the door on a
straight chair was Sidney such a Sidney "as he never had seen before, her
face colorless, her eyes wide and
her hands clenched lu her lap.
When he stood beside her, she did not
move or look ud. The eroun around
the bed liad ported to admit Mrs. Ito- d

k

coa-seloi-

al

--

SPANISH-AMERICA-

íii, everything wfc all itgfit. Th

medicine tray was Just as it should be,
went to say
Johnny was asleep.
t
to him and he he was
asleep. I didn't give him anything but
what was on the tray," she finished
piteously. "I looked at the label ; I al
ways look."
By a shifting of the group around
the bed, K.'s eyes looked for a moment
directly Into Carlotta's. Just for a moment; then the crowd closed up again.
It was well for Carlotta that It did.
She looked as If she had seen a ghost
closed her eyes, even reeled.
"Miss Harrison is worn out," Doctor
Wilson said brusquely. "Get some
one to take her place,"
good-nigh-

dawn, wheii she had had one of those
swift revelations that sometimes come
at the end of a long night She had
seen herself as she was. The boy was
very low, hardly breathing. Her pasl
st retched before her, a scries of small
revenges and passionate outbursts,
She
swift yteldings, slow remorse.
dared not look ahead. She would have
given every hope she had in the world,

PREVENTING

OF FARM LANDS

EROSION

BY DIFFERENT

OF TERRACING

METHODS

Arrangement or Disposition of Soil to Retard Rapid Movement of
Bench Type Used in Europe, China
Surface Water-L- evel

Just then, for Sidney's stainless past
She hated herself with that deadliest loathing that comes with complete

and

In

Sections of the United States.

v

.

And she carried to her room the
knowledge that the night's struggle
; o
: '
'i
V
hud been In vain that, although John,
í,V.v,.
'.'
ny Rosenfeld would live, she hod
But Cnrlotta rallied. After all, the gained nothing by what he had sufpresence of this man In this room at fered. The whole night hud shown
such a time meant nothing. He was her the hopelessness of any stratagem
Sidney's friend, that was all. '
to win Wilson from his new allegiance.
But her nerve was shaken. The thing She hud surprised him In the hallway,
had gone beyond, her. She had not watching Sidney's slender figure as sCe
meant to kill. It was the boy's weak made her way upstairs to her room.
ened condition that was turning he Never, In all his past overtures to her,
revenge Into tragedy.
had she seen that look lu his eyes.
"I am all right," she pleaded across
the bed to the Head. "Let me stay
CHAPTER XVI.
please. He's from my ward. I I am
.s.V I.
vVV
responsible."
To Harriet Kennedy.'Sldney'ssentenee
Wilson was at his wits' end. He of thirty days' suspension came as
Ml
i
had done everythlpg he knew without 1)low. K. broke the news to" her that
result The boy, rousing for an Instant evening before the time for Sidney's
would lapse again Into stupor. With a arrival.
healthy man they could have tried
The little household was sharing lu
more vigorous measures could have Harriet's prosperity.
Katie had a
forced him to bis feet and walked Mm helper now, a little Austrian girl
about, could have beaten him with named Mind. And Harriet had estabknotted towels dipped In ice water,
But the wrecked body on the bed could
FERTILE LAND RUINED BY ESlOlM.
stand no such heroic treatment
It was Le Moyne, after all, who saved
Prepared by the United State Depart- the wider benches because of the fewment of Agriculture.)
er terraces required and the fact that
Johnny Itoscufeld's- - life. For, when
t
benefits from thé va- It Is more convenient to cultivate the
j"greatest
r.
iá ' ill
The
all
staff and nurses had exhausted
rious methods of preventing erosion field In a few broad strips than In a
their resources, he stepped forward
come when they are applied lu
greater number of narrow ones. In
with a quiet word that brought the In
L
tl tt
with a system of terraces.
other words, they are willing to internes to their feet astonished.
As applied to the protection of farm cur a greater loss by erosion for the"
There was a new treatment for such
lunds, a terrace is any arrangement or
uke of greater convenience in culticases it had been tried abroad. He
'
disposition of the soil the object of vation. .
looked at Max.
which Is to retard the rapid movement
Protection Against Erosion.
Mux had never heard of It He
of surfuce water and thereby arrest
When constructed and maintained
threw out his hands.
the process of erosion. According to properly, bench terraces give excel"Try it, for heaven's sake," he said.
the earliest practice, terracing con- lent protection against erosion. How"I'm all in."
sists of building land up In a series of ever, many landowners object to this
The apparatus was not In the house
level
areas resembling stair steps, the terrace on account of the difficulty of
must be extemporized, indeed, at
Interval between the rises being hor- moving farm machinery from one
last of odds and ends from the operat
r
izontal and the rise Itself being
Ing room. K. did the work, his long
bench to another, the necessity of cultype
terrace
of
This
so.
nearly
fingers deft and skillful while Mrs.
tivating each bench sepurately, the
has long been used extensively in Eu- loss of the land occupied by the unRosenfeld knelt by the bed with her
great
a
to
Is
used
rope and China and
face buried; while Sidney sat, dazed
cultivated embankments, and the
extent on the steeper lands In the growth of weeds aud grass on the emand bewildered, on her little chair Ingenerally
known
United
is
It
States.
bankment, which robs the adjacent
side the door; while night nurses tip
terrace, but to
as the
toed along the corridor, and tbe night
cultivated soil of its plautfood and
avoid confusion In the use of the term tends to seed the entire field to weeds
watchman stared Incredulous from out
"level" it will be referred to as the and objectionable
grasses.
side the door.
These
Strictly reasons are sufficient to militate
horizontal bench terrace.
When the two great rectangles that
speaking, this Is the only true terrace, against
the use of this terrace except
were the emergency ward windows had
but the word "terrace" In this coun- on steep slopes where no form of culturned from mirrors reflecting the
soil
of
try Is applied also to ridges
tivable terrace can be employed.
room to gray rectangles In the mornthrown up and located In such maning light Johnny Rosenfeld opened his
practice Indicates that the
The
ner as to prevent the rapid flow of bench best
eyes and spoke the first words that
should not be used on
terrace
tertype
of
water down a slope. Tills
exceeding 20 per cent. Howmarked his return from the dark val
slopes
race will be referred to as the ridge
ley.
ever, they are actually in use on slopes
terrace to distinguish It from terraces up to 80 per cent,
"Gee, this Is the life I" he sald.and
with a vertical intype.
of the bench
smiled Into K.'s watchful face.
terval of 8 to 10 feet; but In such
Bench Terrace.
When It was clear that the boy
Instances the lubor of cultivating the
ding
Bench terraces are of two
would Uve, K. rose stiffly from the bed "It Seeme to Me I'd Better Not Go
narrow benches and of maintaining
upon whether the bench Is the high embankments Is considerable,
Back."
side and went over to Sidney's chair.
"He's all right now," he said "as llshed on the street the Innovation of horizontal or sloping. There are not and it Is believed that such slopes
many good examples of the true
could be devoted more profitably to
all right as he can be, poor lad !"
r
coffee. It was over the
terrace In this country, pasture or timber.
"You did it you I How ktrange that
r
coffee that K. made bis while the sloping-bencterrace is Narrow-Basyou should know such a thing. How announcement
e
e
Terraces.
common. Tills Is due to the fact
quite
am I to thank you?"
level-ridg- e
narrow-basterrace
The
"Wrhat do you mean by saying she is that the horizontal bench Is developed
The Internes, talking among then
coming home for thirty days? Is the from the. sloping bench by the grad- is used to a great extent throughout
selves, had wandered down to the din child ill?"
ual movement of the soil down the the Piedmont region of the South. It
ing room for early coffee. Wilson was
fiTst stage in theill, although she is not quite slope, owing to erosion, and to the Is essentiuliy the
"Not
giving a few last instructions as to the
of
terrace, but
a
construction
bench
hillside
always
which
plow,
use
the
of
well. There was a mistake about the
boy's care. Quite unexpectedly, Sid
medicine, and she was blamed; that's throws the soil down the slope. The methods of plowing are employed to
ney caught K.'s hand nnd held it to
time required for the leveling down of prevent It from developing Into a terall."
her Hps. The iron repression of the
race of the bench type, It Is built usu"She'd better come home and stay a sloping bencn aepenns upon me ally
night, of months indeed, fell away be
3 to 5 feet wide at the base and
shortly. "I hope amount of soil moved down the slope
home,"
said
Harriet
fore her simple caress.
f
to 1 foot high. Where
dis- from
year
upon
vertical
the
and
each
It doesn't get In the papers.
This
"My dear, my dear," he said huskily.
are
terraces
sodded heavily they
these
necIs
It
terraces.
the
tance
between
dressmaking business is a funny sort
satisfactory service on previ"Anything I can do for you at any
of thing. One word against you or essary to maintain a shoulder of earth render
time"
any of your family, and the crowd's at the lower side of the bench for sloping-- ous soils and slopes not greater than
They should be
It was after Sidney had crept like a off somewhere else."
bench
terraces, and It Is advisable 5 to 8 per cent
spaced from 2 to 3 feet apart In verbroken thing to ber room that Carlotta
horizontal-benc- h
Sidney," K. that this be done for
nothing
against
"There's
tical distance. A close spacing reHarrison aud K. came face to face. reminded
her. "Nothing in tbe world. terraces, for the purpose of retaining duces the volume of water which colJohnny was quite conscious by that
which
water
of
the
rain
portion
that
I saw the superintendent myself this
lects above the terraces, and the sodtime, a little blue around the Hps, but
afternoon. It seems It's a mere mat- does not sink Into the soli. This shoul- ded surface prevents erosion of the
valiantly cheerful.
embankthe
side
lower
of
der
the
and
Somebody
of
discipline.
made
ter
a
"More things can happen to a fellow mistake, and they cannot let such a ment should be seeded to grass. The terrace due to impounded water overthan I ever knew there was !" he said thing go by. But he believes, as I do, sod permits the use of a steep slope topping It
This type of terrace Is cheap to conto his mother, and submitted rather that It was not Sidney."
on the lower side of the embankment
struct, easy to maintain, and affords
both
and
shoulder
sheepishly to her tears and caresses.
the
'protects
and
However Harriet had hardened her
"You were always a good boy, John self against the girl's arrival, all she the embankment from erosion due to a very convenient guide row in plowing and planting. The principal obny," she said. "Just you get wen had meant to say fled when she saw surface water overtopping the shoul
process men- jections to its use are (1) the land ocenough to come home. I'll take care Sidney's circled eyes and pathetic der. 'The levellng-dowtioned above sometimes Is continued cupied by the sodded terrace reduces
of you the rest of my life. We will get mouth.
bench Is re- the total amount of tillable. land in
the slope e
you a wheel-chai- r
when you can be
until,
"You child I" she said. "You poor
Jhus, the. water falling on the field; (2) the growth on the terabout, and I can take you out In the little girl 1" And took her to her cor versed.
the bench will flow to the foot of the race saps the strength from the ad- -'
park when I come from work."
seted bosom.
embankment above. In this case no Joining soil, resulting in a dwarfed
"I'll be passenger and you'll be
For the time at least, Sidney's world shoulder will be required to prevent plant growth on either side of the terma."
chauffeur,
had gone to pieces about her. All her
race; and (3) the weeds which often
"Mr. Le Moyne Is going to get your brave vaunt of service faded before the water from washing over and
are allowed to grow on the terrace
eroding the embankment.
father sent up again. With sixty-fivher disgrace.
tend to seed the entire field, and harFavor Wide Benches.
cents a day and what I make, we'll get
When Christine would have seen her,
bor objectionable Insects In the windepart
of
the
field
studies
In the
along."
she kept her door locked and asked for
ment, the best terraces were found ter. Owing to these objections, this
"You bet we will I"
Just that one evening alone. But after where the greatest height and width type of terrace is losing favor rapidly
"Oh, Johnny, if I could see you comHarriet had retired, Sidney unbolted
among the most advanced farmers.
ing in the door again- and yelling her door and listened In the Uttle up- of shoulder were used with the smallSome attempts have been made to
ter'mother' nnd 'suppef In one breath 1" per hall. Harriet, her head In a towel, est vertical distance between the
cultivate this terrace and thus do
of
height
believed
the
is
races.
that
It
and
The meeting between Carlotta
had
her face carefully
away with the objectionable features,
Le Moyne was very quiet She had gone to bed; but K.'s light as usual, shoulder should be not less than 0.5 but such attempts have been attended
horizontal-bencterraces or
foot for
been making a sort of subconscious im- was shining over the transom. Sidvery little success, except where
less than 1 foot for newly constructed with
pression on the rétlna of his mind dur- ney tiptoed to the door.
the soil Is very sandy and capable of
sloping-bencthe
terraces,
and
that
ing all the night It would be difficult
"K.l"
absorbing most of the rain water as
width should be not less thun 2 feet for
tí tell when he actually knew her.
fast as it falls. Where this water is
Almost immediately he opened the
8
for
the
or
feet
less
than
former
the
When the preparations for moving door.
not absorbed readily by the. soil, It
.
latter. The vertical spacing between
Johnny back to the big ward had been
concentrates
above the terrace, gener"May I come In and talk to you?"
by
governed
the terraces should be
made, the other nurses left the room,
He turned, took a quick survey of the type of soli, the slope of the land, ally breaks it and rushes down tbe
and Carlotta and the boy were to- the room, and held the door wide. Sidslope, usually washing a deep gully
gether. K. stopped her. on her way ney came la and sat down by the fire. and the ease of starting and maintain
carrying away large quantities of
and
high
steep
and
a
on
heavy
sod
ing a
to the door.
fertile
soil,
.
things
thinking
she
over,"
I've been
embankment. The best practice Indi
"Miss Harrison I"
said. "It seems to me I'd better not cates that this spacing never should
"Yes, Doctor Edwardes."
go back."
be less than 3 feet nor more than 6
"I am not Doctor Edwardes here;
open. feet The smaller spacing should be
carefully
door
left
had
He
the
PLANT FOODS
.
my name Is Le Moyne."
Men are always more conventional
used on gently sloping land while the
"Ah I"
greater spacing applies to steep land.
than women.
Potash aids In the formation
"I have not seen you slice you left
The question of proper spacing deof starch in the
St John's."
pends to a great extent upon the care
ens the stalk and encourages
"No; I I rested for'á few months."
What do you think is the real,
and maintenance of the terraces. Unhealthy growth.
"I suppose they do not know that
be
to
Is
K.
LeMoyne?
Why
secret about
less considerable attention
Nitrogen hastens stalk and
you were that you ha.ve had any pregiven, to the .maintenance of
has he given up his promising'
growth, lengthens the Sen- leaf
vious hospital experience."
banks the smaller spacing should
What does Carlotta-- '
career?
son of growth and gives the
"No. Are you going to tell'' them?"
spacing a
be used. For the
Harrison know about him that
plant a quick
start ..
"I shall not tell them, of course."
,
greater number of terraces are reIs damaging? Some interesting
1.
fll,
Tit
l.l t. s
ime
1111
1'liOHpnoric uciu
And thus, by simple mutual consent
benches result,
narrower
will be recorded
quired
and
developments
grain, improves the quality and
It was arranged that each should reIn the next Installment
but the terfaces are easier to build
hastens maturity.
spect the other's confidence.
maintain than for a greater spacand
Carlotta staggered to her room.
ing However, many farmers favor
time, just before
(TO BS CONTINUED.
There had been.
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When Cnrlotta came in, she greeted
none of them. They did not like her,
"They Say I Gave Him the Wrong
and she knew It
Medicine."
Before her. Instead of the tidy supper table, she was seeing the medicine
senfeld, and closed again. Only Sidtray as she had left It
ney nnd K. remained by the door, Iso"I guess I've fixed her," she snld to lated, alone. ''
herself.
"You must not take It like that,
Her very soul was sick with fear of dear. It's sad, Of .course. But after
what she had done.
all, id that condition"
It was her first knowledge that he
CHAPTER XV.
was there. But she did not turn.
'They say I poisoned him." Her
At something after two o'clock that voice was dreary, lnflectlonless '
"
jlght, .K. put down his pipe and. lis."You what?"..
tened. He had not been able to sleep
"They say I gave hira the wrong
In his dressing gown medicine; that he's dying; that I
Since midnight.
She shivered.
he had snt by the small fire, thinking.
The content of his first few months on
K. touchedher hands. They were
the Street was rapidly giving way to
unrest He who had meant to cut him"Tell me about It."
self off from life found himself again
"There Is nothing to tell. I came on
p close touel with it j his eddy wfls duty at six o'clock and gave the medideep wlUb iu
cines. When tbe night nurse came on
Ice-col- d.
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HIGH OFFL
CIALS,' BANKERS, LAWYERS,
DOCTORS AND EDITORS
INDORSE IT.

fEEL IT THEIR

cv.
LA lilt

Is seldom,
ITinence,

Indeed, that men of promespecially men holding, high
public office, willingly express their in- debtedness publicly to a proprietary
medicine. Many prominent men, however, Including supreme court Judges,
mayors of our leading cities, prominent
state and county offlclals, bankers, law- yers, doctors, editors, leading educa
tors, government officials and even mln- lsters of the Gospel have deemed It
their duty to come forward and tell
the people what Tanlac has done for

:

OF WASTE

IS NEC-

tO

-

II U.S. MAR1NEST0 FHAflCE
NO

SEPARATE"

PEACE

FOR

RUS-

SIA, NO ANNEXATION AND
NO INDEMNITY.

"X8

of the latest additions to the
v large and rapidly growing list of
prominent men who have publicly In
dorsed Tanlac for the good it has done
them, Is the name of Hon. Frank V.
Evans, former Mayor of Birmingham.
Mr. Evans is one of the best known
men in public life In Alabama toduy.
being at one time editor of one of the
South's greatest newspapers, the Birmingham

Age-Heral-

He was also ex

WtiUrn N.wipap.r Union Nw

Srvlc.

Washington. President Wilson in a
statement, outlining the administration's food control policy, announced
he had asked Herbert C. Hoover to become American food administrator and
that Mr. Hoover would accept the
place.
Explaining that It was absolutely necessary to vest unquestionable powers in the government, the
President declared he is confident
that exorcise of the authority granted
will be necessary only "In the few
cases where some small and selfish
minority proves unwilling to put the
nation's interests above personal ad
vantage."
He makes It clear that the food ad
ministration is only for an emerg
ency situation and that since It will
be composed for the most part of vol
unteers "there need be no fear of the
possibility of a permanent bureau
cracy arising out of it."

aminer of public accounts of Alabama.
Jn telling of the benefits he had de
rived from Tanlac, Mr. Evans said
"For years I suffered with gastritis
them.
and indigestion in the worst form. I
men of affairs was habitually constipated and had
These
have recognized in this medicine a new pains in my shoulders and headache
discovery and a scientific triumph In continually. My appetite left me al
the medical world. It Is a
most entirely and everything I would
fact that these splendid Indorsements eat hurt me. Finally
to having
hnve been given Tanlac time and time awful attacks of acute indigestion, pal
again and they will continue to be pitation of the heart and smothering
given Just as often as new tests of Its spells. For a long time I would have
powers are made ; and It also explains one or more of these spells every night
why numbers of the big drug firms of and I would wake out of ray restless
the country are ordering it exclusively sleep gasping for breath.
in carload lots.
Petrograd. The Russian provision
"I bought a bottle of Tanlac and to
Doctor Prescribes It
my surprise and gratification I began al government declared that It was
Dr. J. T. Edwards, of Fayettevllle. to feel relief after the first few doses. united Jn the rejection of a separate
Ga., one of the
members I kept taking the medicine and now my peace and that It adopts as its aim tb
of the medical profession in the state recovery is simply the talk of Birming
of a general peace,
Of Georgia, makes a statement that ham.
which will not tend either to domina
will undoubtedly produce a profound
tion over other nations or to the self-urimpression throughout the South.
of their national possessions a
Tanlac has done me more good than
"In my thirty years of actual prac- anything I ever tried. I now wake tp peace without annexations or indem
tice as a licensed physician In the state in the morning feeling fine.
nltles.
of Georgia," says Dr. Edwards, "I
The government expresses its con
"I'm telling all my friends about
have never seen anything to equal Ten Tanlac and am recommending it to viction that the Russian army will not
iae as a medicine to produce results, them, regardless of their age and suffer the Germans to destroy Rus
I have no hesitancy in recommending trouble."
t's western allies.
The statement
this medicine and I am prescribing it
Dr. G. W. De LaPerrlere, of Winder, embodying these declarations was is
for my patients almost every day."
Ga., is not only one of the best known sued by the
provis
Professor C. T. Clotfelter, prominent physicians and druggists In the State ional government as a declaration.
educator and principal of the High of Georgia, but is also a man of extenSchool at Ben Hill, Ga says : "I was sive property and wide Influence, rankWashington. All three arms of
In such bad physical condition that I ing as one of the leading citizens of of America's fighting forces, the army
feared I would have to give up my that entire section. He has been In the navy and marine corps,
111
be
duties. I suffered from rheumatism, the drug business in Winder for 25 represented In the war sones.
sluggish liver, nausea and terrible bil- years.
With American destroyers already
ious headaches. I have taken 3 bottles
Recently Dr. De LaPerrlere wrote: in European waters and army regu
of Tanlac and I feel better than I have
"Our people are much enthused over lars ordered to carry the flag to the
felt in years."
the beneficial effects of Tanlac and Z battle lines in Belgium and France, a
Noted Texan Talks.
desire to say that it is the most won regiment of marines was designated
Hon. Archie R. Anderson,
derful seller I ever had in this store." to Join the expeditionary force and
of Harris County, Texas, is unquesOther prominent men who have In round out the nation's representation
tionably not only one of the
dorsed Tanlac are:
in the field.
but one of the most popular
Professor Elmer Morris, of Dover,
The marines will be attached to the
men that ever held office In Texas. He Tenn.; Professor W. A. Wood, of the army division under
Gen. Pershing,
served the people In this Important of- Central Graded Schools, Winder, Ga.; which is under orders to proceed
fice for 15 consecutive years.
C. C. Cooner. president of the Genrcrta
abroad aa. soon as practicable. Al
"I had the worst form of indiges Home Cotton Oil Co., Xawrencevllle,
though details are not being made
tion, suffered all the time frqm gas on Ga. ; Hon. S. S. Shepard, member of public,
it was calculated that with
my stomach and was continually belch the Atlanta city council ; Colonel John
the marine regiment,
the total
ing up undigested food," said Mr. An- B. Gaines, of Bowling Green, Ky., edi
American force now desmlgnated
derson.
"I suffered with neuralgic tor, political writer and
for land service In Europe is
pains of the worst sort and nothing leader In his state; Hon. George Sam
clost to 40,000. An army division
6eeraed to help me except in a tern uel Riley, Chief of Police in Macon, al war strength comprises
about 25,porary way.
Ga. ; Hon. C. G. Lavender, register of 000 men, and upwards of 12,000 are
"I began to feel better after taking nllllamson County, Tennessee; Dr. expected In the nine, volunteer regi
my first bottle of Tanlac and have just W. H. Brown, 4822 Charlotte Ave.,
ments of engineers now being recruitnow started on my third. I'm a differ- Nashville, Tenn., founder and presi
ed. The forestry regiment and the ma
ent man already."
dent of the Tennessee Protestant Home rine regiment each will number more
II. W. Hill, president of one of the for Girls; John F. Carroll, cotton mill than 1,000.
leading banking institutions of South superintendent, of Chattahoochee and
Pittsburg, Tenn., and one of the most Atlanta and N. M. Yancy, manager of
Washington Germany's next peace
uccessful bankers and business men contract department, Atlanta Tele
declaration, which Is expected to sug
"
In Tennessee, said : ,
phone and Telegraph Co.
gest a program of territorial renunci
"I suffered from rheumatism and
There Is a Tanlac dealer in your ation on the east and west, Is regardother ailments for many years and town. Adv.
ed here as largely answered before
by information revealing for the
hand
Back to the Soil.
Pass Onward, Auntie.
imThe young
Time Sunday morning.
u"fit for general
Plac- e- first time the full scope of the
perial government's aspirations for
service, volunteered for work on the Bridge near the old swimming hole.
land. lie went down to his father's
Horrified Old Lady I say, little conquest in the south.
."place" and began "farming."
A boys, what's coming off down there?
SEVEN MILLION KILLED IN WAR,
Voice From Below Why, my shirt
friend passing that way spied him in
legglns and Norfolk Jacket striding and Jimmle's pants. We're the last With
Internal Distensions Settled,
across a wide stretch of moorland. He ones In.
Russian Army Takes on New Life.
hailed him.
London. The number of men killed
"Hallo, Smutty !" he cried as he
In the war thus far was estimated at
came up.
"What are you doing In
7,000,000 by Arthur Henderson, mem
YES! LIFT A CORN
this forsaken land?"
ber of the war council, in an address
"Farming.
I've gone back to the.
OFF WITHOUT PAIN!
at Richmond.
land."
Germans launched offensive on Rus
"Any good nt it?" grinned the friend
sians at Mllau, but stopped by heavy
Cincinnati man tells how to dry
"I should think so! See this piece
gunfire. Russians also drive back
up a corn or callus so it lifts
of moorland? - .Before I came It was
Teuton attacks east of Koveika in
off with fingere.
going to waste no use at all ; but with
Rumania.
a lot of work I've turned It Into a rlp- North and east of Gorlzla Italians
pln golf link3." New York Globe.
You
and women
driving back Austrian forces.
need suffer no longer. Wear the shoes continue
used burning liquid in
The
Germans
you
before, says this
that nearly killed
GREEN'S AUGUST FLOWER
of Rhelms.
futile
attack
northwest
has been the most successful family Cincinnati authority, because a few
Crown Prince hurls forces at French
years for drops of freezone applied directly on a
remedy for the last fifty-on- e
biliousness and stomach - troubles, to tender, aching corn or callus, stops line along Chemln des Dames, but Is
except at
which the American people are addict- soreness at once and soon the corn or thrown back everywhere
ed, causing sick headache, nervous InCerny, where one trench was taken,
so
loosens
It
can
hardened
callus
be
digestion, sour stomach, coming up of
Italians captured the heights of
lifted off, root and all, without pain.
food and a general physical depression.
Hill 652, the key to the Vodice posi
A
very
costs
small
of
freezone
bottle
25 and 75c Adv.
little at any drug store, but will posi tion, and took nearly 400 prisoners.Intense aerial activity and Incessant
tively take off every hard or soft corn
'
Encouraging Outlook.
artillery duels continue along the Austro-or
should
as
callus.
This
tried,
be
it
"Weill old man, how are you getting
front.
along with your poultry raising? Is inexpensive and Is said not to Irrifighting continues in Bui- Artillery
tate the surrounding skin.
Making expenses?"
region.
British guns hammer
lecourt
If your druggist hasn't any freezone
"Not yet ; but the hens have taken
Germans back.
get
him
to
tell
small
a
you
bottle for
to eating their own eggs, so I hope
from his wholesale drug house. adv.
that they will soon become
Senate Paste War Budget Bill.
Washington. The administration'!
Explosion' Averted.
'
"I hear you have been a very sick initial war budget, Increased to a total
You can't distinguish saints from man," salu the manager of the garage. of $3,342,300,000 by the addition of
sinners by. their shiny hats.
"Tessur," replied Mr.'Erastus Pink- - $750,00,000 for the merchant fleet conley. "Dey mos despaired of my recov struction program, passed the Senate
ery, But I never had no doubt about without a roll call. It was Bent to
Mrlne Is for Tired Eyes. I
conference and Is expected to be ready
It myself. I Jos' had to get well." .
i
Red Eyes Sore Eyet
soon for President' Wilson's signature,
"Why?"
wammrm Granulated Rrelida. Kest- rpflhea HeKtoim Marine ta a Favorita 5
" ell, suh, I knowed I wasn't good making millions immediately available
- Raf
'j'rftiitrunt. for Bye that tml dry and smart, z
OtTflyour Byea aa mrn-- of your lcivinu car. a
enough to go to heaven. An' workln' In for the urgent needed of the war. Aa
s aa your Teatb and with the same rpiiniarity. s
dls garage has got toe soaked so chock- - It passed the House the measure carTOU CANNOT IUT HEW ETESI
THE.
g CARE
z Sold at I mi and Optical Nturua or by Mull, a
o' gasoline, dar wasn' a chance of ried approximately $2,800,000,000 and
ful
Ejrt
Chlciga,
tar
Hurls
Isk
fn look
luntl Co.
delr wantln' me aroun' de other place.' did not Include the ship.
allUIUIIIUUI tUllUIIVUIIIIItlUIIIUItlUIUl'IIMIIHIIIIIimS
well-know- n
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wV Is now niore
.Tliaf .Cpmid.a'te
fully appreVlatefl on this sido of the
boundary line, now thnt the United
States has stepped alongside Its north
ern neighbor and linked hands In the
great struggle for a freer democracy
throughout the civilized world. As a
result of this a greater Interest than
ever is seen In the mutual effort to
develop both the United States and
Canada. Recently, just before the
time that the United States declared
its Intention to enter the contest and
contribute of Its resources to the defeat of the autocracy, whose design
was to permeate the world, Western
Canada made an appeal for farm labor
to till the fields and prepnre the soli
for the crops of grain that were nec
essary to feed the fighting forces and
keep up "the requirements necessary
for the Allies. The responses were so
great that before half the time limit
expired, over six thousund laborers
were secured. This was not sufficient,
but once the United States was declared to be In a condition of war, and
farm labor required here to meet any
exigency as to short rations that might
arise, the sister to the north, withdrew
from attempts, which might mean a
restriction of the farm labor supply
in the United States.
But even with
this It Is thought Canada will now be
fairly well supplied.
Apart, however, from the farm labor
proposition, It Is gratifying from both
a United States and Canadian point of
view that the Immigration of farmers
to take up homestead lands and to purchase Improved ond unimproved land
In Cunada, has shown such a wonderful Increase In the past three months.
The great struggle for Increasing the
food supply has a broader and greater
significance than ever. , The food must
come Into existence, whether the rich
soils of the United States or those of
Cannda be the factor.
It is altogether probable that the
of the Canadian Government in
taking the duty off wheat going Into
Canada, thus automatically lifting the
duty off that coming into the United
States, may not be responsible for an
Increased Immigration to Canada. Can-

ada's reputation for growing larger average yields and a better quality of
grain, and on lands, many of which are
free, as well as those that range from
$15 to $.35 an acre, Is an appeal, that
is being responded to by furmers who
are now renting
lands, Is
another reason for expecting an In
creasing number of farmers from the
United States.
Mr. W. D. Scott, Superintendent of
Immigration at Ottawa, Canada, re
cently gave out figures concerning Immigration from the United States,
which shows that the increase In the
past three or four months was CO per
cent over the same period last year,
and Mr. Scott forecasts that during the
calendar year of 1917 there will he
over one hundred per cent Increase
and be much heavier than for many
years "past. Mr. Scott declares that
already this spring more settlers' ef
fects have entered Canada than
crossed during the whole of last year,
and the movement hns'just merely
started.
The new settlers are coming from
numerous states through the ports of
Emerson, North Portal and Cotitts, as
well as from Oregon and Washington,
through Kingsgate and Vancouver.
There arrived In Saskatchewan dnr- Ing the year ending December 81, 1910,
a total of 8,130 persons as compared
with 5,812 during the twelve months
At the same time nearly
previous.
twice as many Immigrants passed
through the Immigration department

f
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No Chance.
"So the Judge sent your husband to
prison for ten years, Mamly?"
"Yes, he did. Dat's a powerful long
time to have to get along wldout n
husband, missus."
"It does seem like a long time, but,
maybe, he can shorten It by good behavior."
"Good behavior, missus! If my husband's glttin' out o' prison depends on
good behavior he'll be dere ten years
t de mlnlt."

Don't be misled. Ask for Red Crone
Bag lilue. Muket beautiful white clothe.
V
At all good grocers. Adv.

CONSTIPATION
have stood the test of time.
Purely vegetable. Wonderfully
quick to banish biliousness,
aietdacho, indigestion and to
clear up a bad complexion.
Genuine bean iignatur

PALE FACES
Generally Indícale lack
of Iron in Ui Blood

Carter's Iron Pills
Will help this condition

DAISY FLY KILLER

tVf"1
orawMntal.

Correct.
"Now, Thomas, tell me what animal
Is

prM

"The spider."

tfl

Mod

HANOU) ftOMIKS,

1H M

HAL

rtpi4 for $1..

AVI., MOOKLYN, N, Y,

mm
Many distressing Ailments experienced
by them are Alleviated by Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
Here is Proof by Women who Know.
Lowell, Mass. "For the last three years I have
been troubled with the Change of Life and the bad
feelings common at that time. I was in a very nervous condition, with headaches and pain a good
deal of the time so I was unfit to do my work. A
friend asked me to try Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, which I did, and it has helped me in
every way. I am not nearly so nervous, no head-- '
ache or pain. I must say that Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound is the best remedy any sick
woman can take." Mrs. Maboaeet Qüinn, Rear
25 Worthen St, Lowell, Mass.

ill
s'

j

.

J
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She Tells Her Friends to Take Lydia E. Pinkham's Remedies.
North Haven, Conn. "When I was 45 I had the Change of Life
which is a trouble all women have.
At first it didn't bother me
but after a while I got bearing down pains. I called in doctors who
told me to try different things but they did not cure my pains. One
day my husband came home and said, Why don't jou try Lydia E.
Ilnkham's Vegetable Compound and Sanative Wash?' Well, I got
them and took about 10 bottles of Vegetable Compound and could
feel myself regaining my health. I also used Lydia E. Pinkham's
Sanative Wash and it has done me a great deal of good. Any one
coming to my house who suffers from female troubles or Change of
Life, I tell them to take the Pinkham remedies. There are about 20
cf us here who think the world of them." Mrs. FtOBENca Isjbxla,
Box 197, North Haven, Conn.

You are Invited to Write for Free Advice.
No other medicine has been so successful in relieving woman's
suffering: as has Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
Women may receive free and helpful ad vice by writing the Lydia
E. Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass. S nch letters are received
and answed by women only and held in strict confidence.

Children Cry For
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LCOHOL-- a PERCENT.
AVpiÍpfahlcrVcOofationfijrAs
c.miini;nJtheFood bvEcíul- :

tinfitheStomadsawlBowlsrf

Thereby Promoting DificsIM
Cheerfulness ana Kesuuniuu
neither Oplam.Mcrphlnenor
Mineral. Not nahcotiv
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Hallan

ihofnful Remedy fof
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What is CASTORIA

Is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops'"
and Soothing Syrups. At is pleasant It contains neither Opium,
Morphine nor other narcotic Bubstance. Its age Is its guarantee.
For more than thirty years it has been in constant use for the
relief of Constipation, Flatulency, Wind Colic and Diarrhoea;
allaying Feverishness arising therefrom, and by regulating the
Stomach and Bowels, aids the assimilation of Food; giving
healthy and natural sleep. The Children's Panacea The
Mother's Friend.
.
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Alhena, in the last
twelve months as for the same period
of the year before.
.The number of settlers from pastern
Canada migrating to the west aiso increased. from January. 1, to March.!)!..
'Ún, flie nuiplier of cars of stock 'ihar
passed throngh ' the'' Winnipeg 'y'urfls'
was 750 ns .wmpure
with 8G1- last
year. A fair estimate of the value .of
each car would'' be about $2,000, 'which
mvans thrtt'the west hat' secured" additional live stock to the value of $150,-00or more, during the first Ihree
months of 1917, not taking Into account
that brought In by Immigrants from
the United Stutes. Advertisement.

;

MEET CRISIS.

FORMER MAYOR FRANK V. EVANS,
OF BIRMINGHAM, ALA, MAKES
STRONG STATEMENT.

at

Increased by About Sixty Per
Cent in Past Six Months, i

.

ESSARY IF NATION IS

0

RECODOS

COTlf TO TALK

They Como Forward and Unhesitatingly Tell Suffering Humanity What
Celebrated Medicine Haa
Done for Them.

FOOOPniCEDlfflD
ELIMINATION

JUDGES,

iiwriiiüiii

HOOVER HEADS

In Use For Over 30 Years
The Kind
THI

You Have Always Bought
eKNTAUM

'
COMPANY. MKW YOUR OlTV.

"

THÍ

tPANIfrH-AMIfllCA-

Chúrch Directory

gises for doing it by saying he
wanted to get out of the way of
Avion rr. mt
a man who could farm right
IRVIN OGDEN, SP
Two or three families of men
EDITOR AND PUBLISHER
who purchased land in the Hog-ga- tt
tract are at Mills where they
SoltcriptiM $1.50 Far Twr
will await the distribution of the
Entered as
matter at the
land in June. One of them has
poatoSice in Roy, New Mexico.
a new I. H. C. tractor to start
farming with.
Speaking of the State plan of
aiding farmers in a crowd on
the street the other day we SILAS E. SNYDER, Balboa's
heard a Homesteader say - - "It publicity director, says of a New
may be alright to mortgage the York cabaret: "Ice and other
crop for a little seed to plant but kinds of skating; much nut chatwhen it comes to mortgaging ter; stale air: stale tobacco; stale
everything you have - - thats dif jokes; stale folks; men fighting
ferent again. If we should fail to spend money; stale talcum
of a crop thiá summer I'm going powder; tons of rouge; rattail
to have my team and wagon free voices; miles of hosiery; a saturto drive out of the country with nalia of horrible perfumes and
If I mortgage my team and
leering eyes; raucous singing and
on and it becomes necessary to maudlin music; graft, greed,
to leave in search of work, I gluttony, lust, crime, in one
would have to walk out with my grand Bachanalin debauch. Then
family or have this Magnanim- to bed but not to sleep. Instead
ous state arrest me for driving reveries over the causes oi me
out with a mortgaged team, No! destruction of Nineveh, Babylon
thank you no mortgage goes on Thebes, Sodom and Gomorrah,
my outfit."
Tyre, Carthage and Rome."
That Í3 merely common sense
and a man's duty to hi'3 family.
The State has money to pay $10.
per day to a company of the
wealthiest men in the state to
sit on a 'commission which has
dne nothing thus far but figure
out a scheme to distribute $33,500
among, half that many farmers
and 'demand it3 certain return
while the other $GH6, 500 appropriated by the Legislature is to
ba spent
for things far
less important, and no comeback.

Ths Spanish American
--

second-clas-

v

Regularly

Í3

life's be3t' insuranca

o

O
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Fillings, Proofs and all
land matters.
Also Surveys and Plats.
Prompt Attention
Office at Solano, New Nexico.

J. B. LÜSK
at

also

large assortment
on our full line of

SUMMER SKIRTS

-

-

including Poplins, Gabardines, Serges etc.

f

e

off

25

wonders forme and I value them highly. " Obtainable everywhere,

ers."

Goodman' s
THE STORE THAT BUYS YOUR PRODUCE
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,
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What is a Liberty Loan Bond

remembes!
A Liberty Loan Bond" is a solemn promise of
the United States to pay at maturity the amount of
the bond to the holder thereof, and to pay interest semiánnuallly each year from the date of the
issuance of the bond until it is fully and finally
paid.

The editor took a little excursion Saturday, drifting along with
the wind on a bicycle to Mills
on the
back
and coming
"steam cars," While there we
called on several business men be

Lumbard, who is going back to

JACK P. MILLS
U. S. Commissioner

-

on every Ladies and Miss-e- s
Trimmed Hat in our

far as state help is concern- ed we advise our friends who
can by any means get along with
out it to keep clear of it. Where
necessity compelswallow your
pride and take the dole, but

Arkansas, has sold his fino farm
near town to a newcomer, Mr.
Port ?r from Texas: He apolo- -

S.H.Jenkins,

,

Vice-Preside-

So

'

PLEASANT VIEW
First Sunday each, Month at 3,
p.m.
MILLS
3rd Sunday at 11.00 a. m. 8PM.
O. W. Hearn, Pastor.

I

CATHOLIC
C.N. ROARK
the
the
month
at
each
once
Mass
Clayton New Mex.
prophesy
following story of a
announcDates
Church.
Catholic
which impresses him very much
LAND PLATS of all kinds
and he will await the fulfillment ed iu advance.
of U. S. Land
Abstracts
Rev. Fr. Ant. Cellier.
of it.
MAPS.
Office Records,
Priest in charge,
New York, May 16.
Prompt Attention
At a
meeting of the Board of Directors
of the Bank of the Metropolis, Methodist Episcopal Church
SERVICES ON ROY CIRCUIT
George V. McNeir, the
For best results maif your
'
films to Lafayette Studio.
1st Si 3d Sundajs at 7.30 P. M
related a remaskable
Roy, New Mexico.
girl, dumb
story of a
BAPTIST
since birth, who spoke on her
deathbed and predicted the wars Second Sunday hv each month.
In onier that the School Libr7.30, P. M.
end in Sepmember of this year, Service 11 A. M.
ary may be of use to the pupils
McNeir said the girl, exceedduring the summer months, the
ingly bright as an infant, was
lady members of the School
totally dumb, not being able to
Board, Mrs. Willcox and Mrs.
even moan, as in the case of most
Ogden will be at the- School house
Lav
Attorney
persons bereft of voice.
each Tuesday afternoon from 3 to
When the war began in 1914,
Prompt and Careful Attention
5 o'clock to receive and issue
Given all Business Entrusted
her interest in it was so keen
books to those desiring them.
to me
she devoured ali reading matter
The many new books in the Lion the subject that came within
NEW MEXICO
ROY
brary are very investing and
her reach, i
should be read this summer by
Three weeks ago the girl fell
"CHAMBERLAIN'S TABLETS
all the- school children.:
seriously ill, One day her moth HAVE DONE WONDERS FOR ME"
er walked into the sickroom bear ,;I have been a sufferer from stom
A. SYMBOL OFHEALTH.
inga vase of flowers. She stub ach trouble for a number of years,
The;
Pythagoriatia-afAncient Gceece
bed her foot against an obstacle and although I have used a great numfood,
practiced
'temperance
this
recommended
for
and vase and flowers fill to the ber of remedies
complaint, Chamberlain's Tablets is and purity. As a batlye they useitte
fbor. For the first time in her the first medicioe that has given me five pointed atar which: they regarded
life the child spoke saying:
positive and lasting relief, " writes as, a: symbol of heaJth.. A. red five
"Why mother, you have brok Mr, Anna Radin, Spencerport, N. Y. pointed star appears. on. each, package
still, fulen the vase and spilled the flow "Chamberlain's Tablets have done of Chamberlain's lahletH,,and;

it

sides Brother Albertson of the
Developer and enjoyed the visit.
Charley Weatherill took us into
his home to see the most wonder
ful baby ever. It is mtghty
pretty.- - - looks like its mother.
Mr. Fisher in his generrl store
was busy waiting on trade and
planing the work at the ranch
where his 'brother is breaking
up a lot of sod for spring crop.
At the big store we saw Euplio
Baca and the others all too busy
to visit and the Smiths at the
Bank and Company Office were
the only ones who had time to
waste on U3.
Henry Lebert has a brand new
Ford, the fourth for him since
he got the Ford "Bug." Ed)

Now Come On
You're Next

Services 2d Sunday of each
monlh at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM.
4th Sunday of each; month at
11.00 a. m. and 8.00 p. m.
Communion service at the morning service.

NÉVVMEX.

b.

can-po-

where you can pass off the
time and enjoy your self. You
wont take the blues waiting for
a shave; you can play pool and
hold your turn; smoke the best
Cigars, eat the finest Candy in
town, and the best of all be in
the best Barber Shop jn town;

W. W. Wildman hands us

25

Lincoln said, when the grafting of commisary pirates was
called to his attention - - "I know
all this and more but I cannot
stop it without stopping the war"
That was the condition then and
the same class of people will do
the same thing in this war. Only
a revolution by the people will
prevent it, the Government
t.

"

ROY

,.

.

Discount of

It is a condition, not a theory
which confronts the American
people.
We cannot urge the
common people to be less patriotic but if it were in our power to
arouse them to a true comprehen
sion of the sentiments of those
who are exploiting the people
and their Patriotism to the end
that it would result in decisive
popular action in enforcing a
square deal we would surely do

CHRISTIAN

ROY TRUST & SAVINGS
BANK

i

It is not conducive to Patriotism
when the appeal to the citizan is
made as a grand stand play when
scheming men devise means of
using war corditions to advance
their own personal interests the
while posing as Patriots and
Philanthropists.

Miss ullian Griner, Sec'y.
Meets at the Christian Church,
Roy, N. M every Sunday evening at 7 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
all visitors.

This bank will be pleased to serve you.

ROY,

'

R. C . Grunio, President

n

Regularity in adding to your bank account will
'
,
make any person independent,

Roy Barber Shop

y. p, s. c. e,

In daily duties, regularity add3 strength to your
effort.

We are offering a

,

policy-i-

Your
When you want to
Christian Churcn.
look good and feel good and Be
presence is necessary.
Rev. G. B. Hall, Supt Good come to the

at

your work - in your s!e jp - in your mea'3.

.fit.

ad-li-

VNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M

Regularity
Means
Success

a

Remember

"'

(af

The mother's astonishment
She asked
was indescribable.
the girl if. she had spoken, but
there was no answer. Physicians
and specialists advised the mother to repeat the breaking of the
vase, hoping it might produce
the phenomena, bat the child
did not repeat her speech.
Two days later the girl called
her mother into the sickroom.
The startled mother found the
child sitting up,
"Mother," she said, "lam go
ing to die witnin a few hours. I
am thankful this dreadful war
will end in September, 1917."
Two hours later she was dead.

Public Sale
I will offer at Public Sale at my
farm, 5 miles northeast of ROY
and 7 miies southeast of MILLS,
N. M.
i

.

D

The $5,000,000,0000 bond issue óf this year is
named "The Liberty Loan of 1917" because it is
to be a loan from a free people to be used in freeing the world.
people to be deIt is the loan of a liberty-lovin- g
voted to the establishment of liberty in Europe
and on the high seas.
It is the loan of the great democracy of the New
World toredres3 the wrongs and support the cause
Old.
of the democracy e
-

of-th-

a symbol! of

health. If you
gestion,. biliouanak

with, indiconatipa&on,

,

.Sal to commence &tty A, M.
the,. Sallowing property towit
--
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20 Cattle 20

FOR SALE- :- Indian Motor
cycle, in good condition and ready
10 head of milk cws, 3 with
to ride. See, G. R. Abernathy,
at side, 3 yearling heiffers
calves
1 mile north of Roy.
3 fall Steer Calves; 1 two-yeold Bull, White-flac- e

on

get a package-o- f
these tableta, from
iyour dtuggiat You. wilt be- - surprised
at the quick: relieA which they aJTord.
Obtainable awywhanai.

J. E. WILDMAN
Real Estáte Loans
and Insurance

Tües. May 2917

Offica-

-

at

Residence
ROY. N. M

FOR SALE:-Sp- aa
of Horses,
Span, of Mules Two good tents
will, sail or trade,
S team at my farm 2 miles

eastoiSolam.
H. R. Johnson
Solano, N. M.

ar

WELL EQUIPPED WITH BSAÍSS

Horses & Mules

Natura Waa by No Mean KWgor
Whan Sha Handed Faathv4
Creature Their PwrAlia,

;

the
;

hen,
fly some the proter
naturally cunning raven Is supposed to
Ulnls.
he the most highly 'developed-o1113 courage Is so 'great that the eagle
-:
ft and his Intelligence pn
Veals him from gutting luto Uuoq

eth; the

domestic

;::

though iuspected dangera.

Dentist-- -

two with colts, 1 tmx f Springer, N. M... will
Roy
male, 4
year-ol- d
1
aod
mules
mules, 4 yearling
three-yeaa-o-

Naturalists have arrived At tho conthat the brain ta hlrda la large
In proportion to the body. If It Is admitted that intelligence depends npon
the weight of brain, then the goldfinch
must be placed at the top of the list of
birds ; the brain weighs
of Its whole body. It must be remarked,
however, that attempts to draw conclusions as to the Intelligence of cer
tain birds from a comparison of the
weight of the bruin with (hat of th
body have been considered futile. In
limn the brain forms from
of the whole
second to
body; In the canury,
;
the
the sparrow,
chaffinch,
tl
; tho bln"k.
redbreast,
;
the duck
bird,
e:igle,
the goose,

Dr. H.S. Murdoch,

4 Mares,

clusion

Why "Liberty Loan"?

fils its ancient mission as

y

two-year--

td

gelding.

fea

in

ld

SOON

..

Machinery
Disc wheat drill, 10ft, harrow
Single-dis- c
Plow, Single shovel
Cultivator, Corn
plow,
PlanterBuggy, Set Single Harness, Building 20x24f t. Building
12x12 Building 1x18 22 barrel
Stock Tank,

Southwestern Hotel
to

attend the Dental needs of
this

community.

? SELLING OUT?
Then you will have a
PUBLIC SALE.

Household Goods

There's only one REAL Auctioneer in, the Country, Thats - -

Usual Terms, 7 months.

ColF. O.WHITE
M.

M 9

Sarah Myers,
Owner.

"Casey", Auct.

His address is MILLS N.
You can have SALE BILLS
printed and maket: dates at. the'

Spanish-America-

n.

New Mexico,

Office.

Royt

Stat of New "MuíÍco
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Public Land Sale

CHAKTÁUQVÁ

of

of New Mexico, or his agent, holding
such sale, reserves tks right to reject any ana" all bids offered at raid
sale. Possession under contracts of
sale for tha above described tracts will
be given on or before October 1st, 1917
Witness my hand and tha official seal
of the State Land Office this 2nd day
of A$t3, A. D, 1917.

MORA COUNTY

"nt

of the Commissioner of Public
Lands, Santa Fe, New Mexico..
Notice is hereby given that pursuant
to the provisions of an Act of Con
rress, approved June 20, 1910, the laws
f the State of New Mexico, and the
rules and regulations of the State Land
Office, the Commissioner
ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
of Public
Lands will offer at Public Sale to the
Commissioner of Public Lands
highest bidder at 11 o'clock, A. M, on
State of New Mexico
Wednesday, June 20th, 19 IT, in the
town of Mora, County of Mora, State
of New Mexico, in front of the ourt
Notice for Republication
House therein, the following described
DepurímeÍMJfíl
tracts of land, viz:
Offl
at Clayton, Netv Mexico.
Sale No. 761, WW NWÍ4 See. 1, T.
May 4. 1917
19N, Rng 23 E., NEK
SWfc
Notice
is
hereby 'given that
VW
Sec. 34, NH SV4 Sec. 35, Twp
20N- - Rng 23E, containing 320.18 acres Jamss R Guinn of David N, M. who,
&
There are no improvements on the O i
made HE and add'l
ibove described tract of land.
Nos 010888 & 020020 for SEJ-SEJ
Sale No. 762, All of Sec. 17, T 19N,
SWJ-NE- t
Secticn. 33 Tewn-shi- p
R. 24E, containing 640 acres. There
:8N. Range 30 E, N. M. P
re no improvements on the above de- Meridian, has filed
notice of intention
scribed tract of land.
to make three Year Proof, to establish
Sale No. 763, SW
SEV. SEW claim to the land above described, be- SW4 Sec. 6, NW NEtt Seer 7, W
fora Register & Receiver U. S, Land
SWV Sec. 8, T. 18N, R. 26E, NEW O.Tice Clayton N. M. on the 15th day
SEU Sec. 25, T. 19N, R. 25E, N
of June 1917
SW'4 Sec. 30, WW SEW Sec. 31, S&
Claimant names as witnesses:
NWV Sec. 34, T. 19N, R. 26E,
Tierce Field
Paine Field
487.02 acres selected for the
Henry Cams
Santa Fe and Grant County Railroad
Tom Parks
Bond Fund. The improvements on the
All of David New Mexico
above described tract of land consist
sf fencing, value $ 125.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
Sale N. 764' SEW
Sec. 28,
9
2
NEW, NEW SEW Sec. 33, WW SWW
Sec. 34, T. 20N. R. 25E. containine
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
120 acres. There are no improvements
of the Interior, U. S. Land
Department
on the above described tract of land.
Sale No. 765, EW EW Sec. 6, All
Office Santa FeNew Mexico.
Office

Yes ! ROY is to have one
What is a Chautauqua ?

JW

If you

have ever attended one you dont
need to be told, If not, come to Roy

THE UNIVERSAL CAU

Roy Garage

June 13 to 17

and LIVERY

Season Tickets;
"

Cars Housed and Cared for
At Reasonable Rates.

For the Entire Five Days

Repair Work TsSVT

$2.00
Children

Half-Pric-

llIIMMMJln"'1

F. S. Brown.

e

Buy your Tickets, from the

ROY,

lo-

Proprietor

New Mex.

COCOOCXDCOOCOO

SE,

Wi-SE-

'

con-taini-

cal Committee Before JUNE 12th,
V

as thereafter the price will be

ad-

SE,

vanced.
Tickets are now on Sale at the
Business Houses of Roy and by all
members of the local Committee.

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY

Dont forget the Chautauqua is
an established American institution
and has doue much for the spread
of Education and the upbuilding of
the Communities in which it has
become a part of the life of the peo-

The Roy Drug Store

Pure Drugs, Chemicals and
Patent Medicines
Perodicals and Stationery

Eastman Kodaks and Supplies

ple.

6--

of Sec. 7, NEW, NEW NWW Sec. 18,
May 3, 1917
T. 21N, R. 25E. containing 999.57
NOTICE is hereby given that
acres. There are no improvements on
Muximo Madrid of Mills New Mexico,
the above described tract of land.
Who oo March 2 1914. made II. E. No.
Sale No. 766,
SWW Sec. 24, 020701 for NJ Section 12
W NWW Sec. 25, NW NEW, SEW
21N Range 24E N. M. P
Township
NEW, WW SEW, SEW SWU Sec. 26
filed notice of intention
has
Meridian,
NEÍ4 NWW Sec. 35, T. 23N, R. 19E,
SW SWW, NEW SWW Sec. IS. NWW to Make Three Year Proof, to estabWW NEW, SEW NEW, NW SW, lish claim to the land above described
SWW SEW, Lot 4, Sec. 19, NWW before F. H. Foster, U. S. Com. at his
o,y4, an w.tt sec. au, i. sw. k. office in Roy.New Metfco, on a.
20E, containing 1,604,02 acres. The
improvements on the above describee' ITthday of July 1!'I7
Claimant names as witnesses:
traet cf land- consist of house, valuu-$10-.
Abel Madiid
l'r.nlo Gon.ales
j'oe
Medina
Felix Cordova
Dolores
No bid on the above described tracts
of land will be accepted for less thr.r
All cf Mill New Mexico.
Five Dollars ($5.00) per acre, whiel
FRANCISCO DELGADO
is the appraised value thereof. In ad- '
Register
dition thereto the successful bidder

E,

"
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Perfumes and Toilet Articles

The CADMEAN CHAUTAUQUA
which is coming to ROY is not one

Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Prop.

of the biggelt but one of the best in
'
the U. S. today. THE HOME RESTAURANT
Roy, New Mexico
Regular Meals
Short Orders
A place to eat for Ladies and Gentlemen
.We endeavor at all times to serve the public with the
best things on the market to eat, at a price consistant

Minerva's Bird.

The Greeks made the owl the emblem of wisdom. Shakespeare makes
the witches add the wing of an owl to
their caldron of deadly potion, and
'It was the owl that shrieked, the
fatal bellman." For centuries the Owl
was accused of such evil practices as
luring hunters Into dangerous swamps
and causing the brlle to commit suicide Just 24 hours before the time set
for the wedding. Napoleon exhorted
his soldiers to sleepless vigilance with
the command: "Sloop with the owls
and get up with the larks."

.

with our policy. We respectfully solicit your patronage
when in Roy, knowing we can serve you better and
give you more for your money than anyone ebe.

Open 6 A.M. to 12 P.M.

J.F.ARNETT

must pay for the improvements that
NOTICE rOR PUBLICATION,
exist on the land.
Each of the above described tracts Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office nt Clayton, New Mexico
u'ill be offered for sale separately.
May 4, 1917
Sale No. 767, SWW SWW Sec. 2,
NOTICE is heretygiven that James
T. 21N, R. 25E., containing 40 acres.
The improvements on this land con- C. Drisldll of Mosquero New Mexico
ii.st of reservoir, fencing, and plow who on January 17, 913 Qt, 5 19U
.
ing value $200.
maJe htnestead entry No 015816
No bid on the above described tract 01393Í for NWi and SWJ Section 2
of land will be accepted for less than Township 19N Range 21E N M IJ Merid
Ten Dollars ($10.00) per acre, which ian has filed
notice of intention to
Is the appraised value thereof. In admake final three
dition thereto the successful bidder

Prop'r.

,

must pay for the improvements that Year Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described before
exist on the land.
wt.Willcox, U. S. Commissioner at
Sale No. 768, All of Sec. 36, T. 22N". íoy N. M.
June. 11 1 17
R. 25E, containing 640 acres. The imnames as witnesses:
Claimant
provements on this land consist of
Pembarton Blako
well, windmill, tanks, and fencing, val- 1 harass Hamilton
Robert Smith
Wüliam C. Bradley
ue $643.60.
All of Mosquero N. M.

No feid on the above described tract
of land will bo accepted for less thar
Ten Dollars ($10.00) per acre, which
is the appraised value thereof. In
thereto the successful bidder

W,

9

e,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

NEJ-NW-

NJ-SE- J'
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th

ron-ter-

-

Roy telephone Co.
Gilstrap Bro's, Prop's

-

Connects with

LONG-DISTANC-

C.

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY

ROY, N. M.

Office and Exchange,

PHONE at Springer.

E

one-tent-

"Solano, Mosque rp, Mills, Abbott, Taylor Springs
and intermediate points.
Roy City Exchange,
nected.

Rural-Communi-

ty

Lines

con-

Efficient Service-

J. E. Gilstrap, Mgr.

-

Register

must pay for the improvements thai
NOTICE F0S PUBLICATION.
exist on the land.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Each of the above described tractr Department of the Interior, U. Sj. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Office at Clayton. New Mexico,
vill
be offered for sale separately. ,
May 8, 1917
May 2, M7
The
above
sale of land3 will be sub
;
Notice is hereby given that
Notice is hereby given that
iect to the following terms and condiNancy C. Mitchell, lormely, Nancy C. tions, viz.:
Jose I Lujan of Sabiooso N. M. who
Slusher, of Roy JN. M. who on Jan. 19,
Except
lands
for
selected for the May 29 1912 and.add'l January 121916
1914 made H. E. No 017419 for NWi
Santa Fe and Grant County R. R made HE No. 014780 and 021404 for
and SWJ Sec, 15, Twp. 21N. Ran. 27E wond Fund the
i
Seo 3 and Nt-Nsuccessful bidder must
N. M. P. Meridian has filed notice of oay to the Commissioner of Public
Sec 10
Section 3 NwJ-Nw- J
intention to make Final Three year
Lands, or his agent holding such sale,
11 Township 17N. Rangr 25 E.
Proof, to establish claim to the land one twentieth of the price offered by Section
described, before F. H. Foster, U. S him for the land, four per cent inter-;s- t N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
Commissioner at Roy, N. M., on the
in advance for the balance of sue) intention to make Three Year proof to
19th day of June 1917.
stabliih claim to the land described,
purchase price, the fees for advertising and appraisement and all costs in- before F H Foster U S Corn'r at
Claimant names as witnesses:
cidental to the sale herein, and each Roy, N.N. on thellth day of June, 1917
gW. R. Holmes Albert A. Himes
ind all of said amounts must be de
Claimant names as witnesses:
Mitchell
H.
J.' S. Chrfstman
J.
oosited in cash or certified exchange Simon F. Garcia
Jerónimo Lujan
All of Roy New Mexico
t the time of Bale, and which said Antonio Quintana Jose Ignacio Baca
imounts and all of them are subject
PAZ VALVERDE,
All of Sabinoso New Mexico.
Register, to forfeiture to the State of New MexPAZ VALVKKDE,
ico' if the successful bidder does not
616
ixecute a eontract within thirty days
Register
after it has been mailed to him by the
COUGH.
WHOOPING
State Land Office, said contract to proNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
vide that the purchaser may at his
One of the most successful prepa option
make payments of not less than Department of
the Interior U. S. Land
rations in use for this disease is
per cen'
of ninety-fiv- e
Office at Clayton, New Méx.,
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. S. W, of the purchase price at any time after
May 8, 1917.
McClinton, Blandón Springs, Ala., the sale and prior to the expiration
Notice
hereby
is
given
that Samuel
writes, "Our baby had whooping )f thirty years from date of the con
Vigil of Mosquero, N. M. who on Sept.
provide
tract,
and
to
payment
for
the
moat
could
any
baby
aa
cough as bad
21, 1910 made H. E. No. 012137 for
have it, I gave him Chamberlain's of any unpaid balance at the expira
years
SEJ S, 14 T. 18N, R. 27 E, N M P
thirty
tion
of
from
the
date
"
of
Cough Remedy and it soon got him
the eontract, with interest on deferred Meridian, has filed notice of intention
well" Obtainable everywhere,
payments at the rate of four per eet to make Five Year Proof, to estabper annum payable in advance on the lish claim to the land
above described
anniversary of the date of contract,
U.
efore
S. Commisioner
F.H.
Foster
partial payments to be credited on the
anniversary of the date of contract at his office In Roy, New Mexico, on
on June 2 1917
next following the date of tender.
Claimant names as witnesses:
U. Stbonu. County Treasurer
TOM J. TATLOB, Jr.. Absrtaoto?
Thé sale of lands selected for the
Santa Fe and Grant County R. R. Bond Andres G. Trujillo FiladelfioMartines
Fund will be subject to the above
Noberto Vigil
Alfredo Austin
terms and conditions except that the tAll of Solano New Mexico
successful bidder must pay in cash or
'
Mora, New Mexico
PAZ VALVERDE,
lertined exchange at the time of sale
h
of the purchase price offer-i- d
Register
Complete Index to All Lands and Town Property in
by him for the Jand, four per cent
Mora County.
v
interest in advance for the balance of
RHtljiilATISM.
such purchase price and will be re- Titles to Lands in the Mora Grant are being
to
execute
auired
contract
providing
a
straightened out and we are also prepared.
If you are troubled with chrctic or
t
for the payment of the balance of such musvular rheumatism give Chamber-'ain- 's
to furnish Abstracts on these Lands.
purchase price in thirty equal, annual
Liniment a triul. The relief
WE HAVE A REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEPARTMENT
nstallments, with interest on all de- -,
Yo:ti pain wliii-it affoids is alone
payments
ferred
the
at
rate
of
four
AU Matter entrusted to ik itwpat.nhed with PromWness an Accurar
a
V per
its cost
iVorth
times
maBy
per
cent
annum in advance, pay
Your Business KcaiwetfulJy Solicited
O'üiubla évorvvharü.
ments and interest due on October tst

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Stopped the Buzzing.
(with newspaper) It says
Department
of the Interior, U. S. Land
anthing that won't wait until tomorrow. here that yawning will remove that
Office, at Clayton, New Mexico,
This saves lots of worry. It saves noying buzzing In one's ears.
May 8, 1917
Last night,
Edith That's true.
also fcuch complaints as "Mother, you
Notice
is
hereby
given that
talking
never sewed that button on my coat," when Mr. Staylate had been
Esteban Gomez Roy, U. M. who on
yawned
steady,
I
me
to
hours
three
for
r "Mary, did you pay that coul bill
April 25, 1914 made H. E. No 1705
that I asked you to attend to?" or "I twicei and he went home. Boston for NWi and
SWJ S 10 T 1!)N. R 25K,
thought you sold you were going to Transcript
New
Mexico
Principal Meridian, has
mothhave waffles Tor supper tonight,
NOTICE OF
filed notice of intention to make three
er." There is no use in cluttering the
memory with such details when a pen Department of the Interior U. S. Land year proof, to establish claim to the
Land above described before W. H.
cil and paper will do the work.
Office at Clayton New,Mexico,
Willcox, U. S. Commissioner at Roy
In making a dress the samo method
.
May. 14 1917,93 New Mexico on June 19 1917
Is to be recommended. Often in sew
NOTICE Is hereby given that
Claimant names as witnesses:
ing half the nerve strain cornea from
Eugenia Arguello formerly
Aniceto Gomez
Albino Gomez.
worrying over the details of finishing,
Federico Romero
Which yon are apt to forget. Just get Mascaremos, of Gallegos, New Mexico,
Alfredo Lucero
out pencil flnd pnpjpr and Jot down a who, on April 25 1914, made Home
All of Roy New Mexico
kook here and a bit of trimming there, stead Entry, No. 017806, for EV4,
PAZ VALVERDE,
S. W.
Section 15 and
ta, and get the annoyance off yoar S.
Register,
Section 14, Township 17N, Range DOE,
,
kind. ,v
N M. P. Meridian has filed notice of
three-yea- r
proof
intention to make
to establish claim to the land above
Not All Varieties Edible.
Remarkable Linguist
"Some people who know say that described before Register & Receiver The greatest of all linguistic geniuses
there are many cheap and nutritious Clayton N M 22nd day of June 1917. was undoubtedly Giuseppe Mezzofnntf,
foods which are neglected. For extern-piClaimant names as witnesses:
who died In 1849. Not only could the
there is nutrition in all kinds of
Rosendo Fuentes, of Gallegos, N. wouderful Italian read 50 or 0 dif
ta."
M., Catarino Trujillo, of Gallegos, N. ferent languages, besides many dia"But we can't eat all kinds of nuts, M.Juan L. Baca, of Gallegos, N. M., lects, but ho coutd also spak and wrUe
my dear. Even ,4o reduce the high Isais Fuentes, oí Gallegos, N. M.
them with astonishing fluency. It was
tost of living, we can't be cannibals."
PAZ VALVERDE
contended that Mezzofantl could
Register
6
with natives of practically every
quarter of the globe.
6--

Paz Val verde,

,
6-- 9

n

Alice

E.,

9

-

"

Make a List
Do yoii He awake of nights thinking
of what you are going to do tomorrow, or of what you have forgot today?
Lota of womon do, and it is sheer
waste of nervous energy. Don't bother
your head worrying beut the little
details that arise In the course of your
day's work. Try the method of making a .list. Keep a pad handy, whether,
it Is on your desk, in your'' sewing
basket or on the kitchen wall.' Each
time a new task arises which you cannot attend to Immediately wr.ite It on
the pad. Then in the course of the
day consult your pnd, selecting the
most important thing to be done, the

ch year.

The Commissioner of Public Lands

6

i"
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SPANISH-AMERICA-
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FOREIGN

NEWS TO DATE

2,000

Cabinet reconstruction bas been per
ACRES IN DEANS
f
fected In Russia.
3
"
:
I
u THE" SHOE THAT HOLDS ITS SHAPE " Americans will reorganize "disrupted
111
departments la Mexico. ; , ;
TO BE GROWN ON CHAVES COUN- Republic, in .Germany proposed in
TY IRRIGATED FARMS.
save Money by Wearing vv. L Pouglaa
Reichstag by Socialist member. .
Jjx-';::;.hoe. For ale by over &UOOf hoe dealers.
Y-'The. Best Known Shoe in the World.
CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK OF
The formation of a cabinet in
Large Acreage to Small Grains and
'
name and the retail pnce la tumped on the bob
which six Socialists are Included
W. L Douglas
,WIRE8 ROUND ABOUT, ..
of all hoea at the factory. The value u guaranteed and
TX
Western Newapaper ynlon N.wi Service.
Indian Corn, and Farmers Will
was completed, at Petrogra'd.
'.'
the wearer protected (gainst hitfh pricei for inferior (hoes. The I
..
I V
THE WORLD,
Fatten Much Live Stock.
COMI
MVlriT
Only . three French merchantmen June
mail pica ere the ame everywhere. They cost no mote in San I
IJ. Iteu'ulun of Scottish Rite Ma- FranciKO than they do in New. York.
They are alwayt worth die f
were sunk by submarines In the week
ons at Han ta fé
4,
July
pnce paid tor them.
Races at Albuquerque Speed- ended May 13, according to official
WMtcrn Newspaper Union News üarvlce.
hTihi quality of W. L, Douf,Iat product I guaranteed by more
DURING THE PAST WEEK announcement at Par's.
July Annual, Reunion of Cowboys
Roswell. N. M. Display advertising
than 40 yean experience in making fine ahoes. The amart
I II Vna
association
at
All of the southern Dart of Palestine A,i?' 27,T Bar .Association'
17?
meeting at has been employed bv the Chaves
Mylea are the leaden in tlte Fashion Centre
of America.
has been laid waste by the Turks, ac
Thev are mafle in a wUn,ttnnrl
RhvUm, m..
county" fanners', league to help in the
.
7 -- v MVIV11,
8ept.
J
.
.
i
f
Seventh Annual Northern
by the highest paid, akilled ihoemaJcers, under the direction and
RECORD OF IMPORTANT EVENT8 cording to a Milan dispatch published
w Mexico
work of increasing production this
iol'
air at Raton.
supervision ot eroenenced men. all workinir with an hnn
by the London Dally Telegraph
year.
A
board
advertising
campaign
CONDENSED FOR BUSY
determination to make the best shoes for the price that money
Cimarron received 120.000 Bounds of
.The official statement by the Ger
bas been planned for the work by the
J
.n kin.
PEOPLE.
man army headquarters staff says seed potatoes.
Ad Club ot Roswell, which has of7Í
Aak yonr (hoe dealer for Vf. f Donrlaa ihiwi. Tf ha
D
... . . .
.
IV. ""
T
I
tw
U. S. Army Aviator M. M. Kherts fered its services to the leaaue with
n..t- .......
that the ruins of the former village of
r. '
IV i
i uvwikf
"i'r'7 yuusorwiin im aína jnn want, rant do other Ifc
aa
WmIih NnipipT Union Raws actios.
explaining
how
killed
booklet
in
to
"rita
S"
flight
;J
at Columbus.
out charge. The campaign Is being
Bullecourt were evacuated by them
getahoMof the hlgheat atamWot quality for the price,
J
by morn mail, poatare free.
ABOUT THE WAR
New Mexico will furnlBh 41.500 men waged along lines for Increasing the
I Eoyr Shoes
In their first engagement with
L"
LOOK FOR W. L Douglas
membership of the organization and,
A
Squadron of American destroyer
.
enemy submarines American destroy under the selective draft act. ' .
and the retail price'
sow patrol British waters.
era beat off a German
Silver City Elks will advance il.000 making the farm census complete.'
which
Shoe Co
Prealtlent " W. t Doog-lastamped on the bottom.
and urging city residents to plant war
18A Spark St., Brockton, Maaa.
Germans suffer heavy losses In sought to attack the White Star liner for the Grant county seed fund.
gardens.
During
the planting season
Adriatic, according to the London
Gavrelle and Scarpe attacks.
The farmers of San Mieuel r.nuntv
the advertising will be continued, not
Their Method.
will hold a county fair tt la year.
America's second section ot fight- Chronicle.
only to increase production, but also
'I see Indian regiments pre to be PLANT BROOM CORN
The German Reichstag has ad
ing men went to the front from Paris.
OtlS Hvatt Of Artesla hns nnnllnil for spreading broadcast warnings and
recruited."
Only seventeen French ships sunk Journed until July 5th. The Social for a lieutenancy in the marine corps. information from the county agent's
"Yes: when thev get on the front This is the year to plant heavily.
ty submarines since ruthless cam- Democratic deputies voted against the Governor Llndsey will designate a office.
and begin scnlplng the enemy the Germilitary
budgets,
and
other
fac
both
Write ua for probable price and
paign started.
certain Sunday for Belgian relief of- The farmers are responding to the mans ore going to have some
party uniting in their op rerings.
tions of
information about marketing.
Honduras has severed diplomatic re- position the
call readily and entering Into the work
experiences."
lations with Germany following the
Judge E. C. Abbott, at Santa Vti. with an enthusiasm never before wit
The Kaiser and Field Marshal von
lead of Guatemala.
sentenced Elbert Blancett to hang on nessed here. The banks and business
USE ALLEN'S FOOT. EASE
HIndenburg were responsible for the June
interests of the county are
8th.
Violent attacks on French Unes
The antiseptic powder to be ahaken Into nhoes There Eas Been A NEW LAW PASSED
of the German chancellor to
refusal
atlng
every
way
in
possible
in
the and eprlnlrird Into the
northeast of Solssons repulsed. Frech announce peace
It reiteres
Hundreds of farmers met at the
u
terms in the Reich
1.
tan
tlf. n f
ti
worn.
By Congress Which Gives
1... ),
make advances near Craonne.
tint; out ot corns and bunions. The greatest
stag, according to advices received at State College at Mesila Park on Farmwill
There
be
2.000
of
acres
about
ever
runuunw
jor
aiscoverea
ail
ers' Organization Day.
The American steamship Hilonlan ine llague from Berlin
Soldiers Who Served in Indian Wan
too. Trial pacnaije FKKB.
New Mexico beans grown on the ir ooia everywoere,
has been torpedoed and sunk off
address, Airen S. Olmsted, Le Roy. N. . AUt. and Campaigns from and during the year
Dr. J. A. Massle of Santa Fé has rigated
Compulsory military service on a se
1659
farms this year as airalnst a
pension of SO dollars per month. This
Genoa, Italy, with a loss of four memlo 1891
lective basis to raise Immediately at been appointed surgeon general of tht few hundred last year. There will be
law benefits many members of the National Indian
bers of the crew.
Too Much Gratified.
War Veterans' Association, who have already filed
least 50,000, and probably 100,000 men New Mexico National guard. ,
in the neighborhood of 5,000 acres of
their claims thru the authorized Pension Attorneys
British camelete canlure nf RuIIa- - to make eood the wastaee In the
"They spy the
The state corporation issued an or Indian corn and a large acreage ot
of llusslu is of
the Order. AU Information about this law can
court after fierce two weeks' battle, Canadian army corps In France, was der permitting railroads to revise their small grains. The farmers will
very fond of flsli."
be learned by applying to C. R. Hauser, the National
fatten
Secy, of ths National Indian War Veterans' AssoAllies now threaten new Hindenburg proposed to Parliament by
Then he onirht to be siitinftVrt with ciation, whose address is S7S1 Gilpin St.. Denver.
much livestock this winter. Nothing
Sir Robert Intrastate freight schedule.
it w
Hue defending Cambra!.
be very ad visable for all old soldiers who
Borden, the premier, who returned
The apple growers of the Pecos val 1b being left undone In the present the pretty kettle of It he's In Just Colo.
may be beneficiaries under toil law to write to him.
British In the Lake Dolran region, from England.
ley are looking for a greater crop of work to show the state that Chaves now,
Macedonia, capture 6,000 yards of
Watson E.Oolaman.Wsak- county farmers realize the necessity
uinciai confirmation has been re- fruit this year than ever before.
U.C. Books free, fllak-aW. N. U., DENVER,. NO.
PATENTS InglunKierencM.
trenches to depth of 600 yards and ceived at, Chihuahua City of the re
Beat resalle.
Applications for parole from a num. of greater crops and are going to
In Struma river sector another front port that while in the Namiquipa dis- ber of prisoners will be
considered at make good in producing them.
of 3,000 yards.
trict Villa kidnaped 110 girls between a meeting of the board on May 24.
Will Furnish Seeds to Farmers.
Italians push forward toward Tri- the ages of 10 and 20 and kept them
The farmers of the Mesilla valley
esania re. in accordance with a
este, taking town of Duino. From in his camp while there. Twenty of have increased their sugar beet acre
plan agreed upon by the governor and
Tolmino to the sea Austrlans are the girls are said to have died in two age to 2,500
and have secured a site tne
Council of State Defense, Gover
tylaoed on defensive, losing ground In cays as the result of the brutalities for a factory.
nor Llndsey appointed thlrtv-flvfi
in an y engagements.
of the men.
county hlirh school nancial agents in the twentv-eieh- t
The Valencia
According to authoritative figures
According to the Press Association, abandoned its commencement nrc
counties, who are to have charge of
now available, the French and Brrtlsh the proposea convention to settle the gram because
the boy graduates had tne loan and distribution of seed to
armies, . between April 9th and May Irish difficulty does not meet with the enlisted in the navy.
farmers, under the legislation adopted
12th, captured 49,579 Germans, Includ approval of the Irish Unionists. Their
The Girl Scouts of America are at the recent extra session.
These
ing 976 officers, 444 heavy and field leaders In the House of Commons
asked to do their part in the war In a agents will pass on all applications
cannon, 943 machine guns and 386 stated that they would neither recomcall issued by Miss
A. Llsetor- - for agricultural aid. arrange for se
trench cannon.
mend the proposed convention to the Lane of Albuquerque, Clara
curity for seed advanced by chattel
chief scout.
The naval attack on the German Ulster council nor serve in the conmortgage on crops and other property,
The
taxes
collected
total
this
month
submarine base Zeebrugge. on the Bol vention themselves.
will be greater than any previous Mar running for eight months at 6 per
glan coast, was the most destructive
As a result of a meeting In Petro-gra- d
collection on account of the stringent cent, and attend to other details of
yet made by British warships. Two
of the commanders-in-chie- f
from tax law passed by the last
the. increased crop campaign. No
submarine sheds were blown up. Six all the fronts except the Caucasus,
money will be advanced direct to
persons were killed and up- Generals Brusslloff and Gurko have
ilM!
Silver City's first contingent of rarmers.
wards of a hundred others were taken withdrawn their resignations and reyoung
men, who enrolled for training
to hospitals. m
ports of further resignations are reMirabel Is Commissioned Captain.
In the officers' reserve corps at the
The British admiralty Issued the fol futed by the definite announcement
Santa Fé. Governor Llndsev com
Presidio,
San
Francisco,
Cali
left
for
Jowlng
statement:
"The British that all the commanders have decided
missioned Gilberto Mirabal rantaln
transport Cameronla with troops was to remain at their posts. Thus the fornia.
and Hilarlo A. Delgado first lieutenant
:
Six Albuqueraueans were amone the of a National guard company
torpedoed by an enemy submarine In crisis in the army, which formed an
of
the eastern Mediterranean on- - Aürll alarming accompaniment to the polit- first candidates for the officers' re
at Santa Fé: the third
serve corpB selected for admittance to In the capital,
'ISA. One hundred and forty men are ical crisis, has been averted.
You may buy a Saxon believing it to be the
the two officers hav- the training camp at the Presidio, San ing recruited seventy men for
missing and are presumed to have SPORTING NEWS
best car in its class and you will get what
that
Francisco.
been drowned."
purpose.
you pay for.
First Lieutenant Luna A.
Standing; of Wnttri league Club.
I .na
CLUBS.
Won
l'rt
The British admiralty announced
W. P. Waltz of Belen has been an-- Bergere and Second Lieutenant How-umana
16
667
You may look for longer service, better perthat fourteen drifters had been sunk
Moines
IS
8
.602 pointed a first lieutenant In the offi ell Ervlen have recruited a company
formance and lower up-keKioux
City
15
bills from your
.652 cers' reserve corps.
In a raid by Austrian light cruisers
Lieut. Walts of seventy men at Clayton, Union
Lincoln
15
.625 was with
Saxon
than from any other car of like price.
county.
In the Adriatic sea and that the Brit Denver
the
National
guard
on
the
12
11
.47
And you will not be disappointed.
8
16
.833 border last year.
ish light cruiser Dartmouth was tor- Joplln
St. Joseph
16
t
.333
Beats
Off
pedoed In a subsequent engagement Wichita
Bandits
With
Silver
Coin.
7
A
1
strong
patriotic sermon, setting
.26
If there was any doubt that Saxon cars are the
Albuquerque.
wlth the Austrian warships, but
With a sack contain
forth Ideals for the church and the
Leopold
Joe
Roy
of
Denver
and
best in their respective divisions it has long
ing $100 in silver, Jake Arniijo, a sa
reached port safely.
nation,
was
by
delivered
Rev. Edward
Moore fought a hard fifteen-rounsince disappeared.
loonkeeper, beat off two footpads who
WESTERN
draw at Tulsa, Okla. The bout was S. Doan at the state meeting of the attacked him. Armijo carried more
Uhurch
Holy
of
the
at
Faith
Santa
Fe than $2,000 In gold
All National guard organizations hammer and tong throughout.
And the proof of this you will find, a thousandand silver and
Recruiting for the New Mexico Na checks. Using the
will be called into federal service beMiss Molla Bjurstedt. the national
fold over, in the records of Saxon owners
of silver,
sack
tween July 15 and Aug. 5.
tennis champion, won the final In the tional guard throughout the state has Armijo put one of the footpads to
and in the opinion of motor-ca- r
buyers in
singles
White bread Is the best war bread
of the women's Metropolitan reached a total of 349 for the infantry flight with a blow In the face and bat
general. - Saxon cars have definitely estab39
and
for
the
battery,
according to tered the other man into unconscious
in the Judgment of American Master Patriotic tournament In New York on
lished their superiority in every phase of
Bakers, who held a two days' confer- the clay courts of the West Side Ten- figures given out at the adjutant gen ness.
motor car performance.
office.
eral's
ence In Chicago.
nis Club.
Want Woman Superintendent.
That the farmers of the Zunl moun
Twelve oil cars of the Western PaThe Metropolitan season of 1917 be
And just as surely and decisively as they have
East
Las Vegas. The Woman's
will
tains
per
double,
at
least
and
cific railroad were derailed and gan at the Metropolitan Jockey Club's
proved themselves abler acting cars, have they
Club
of
Las
Vegas
gone
has
on
record
burned neat Trego, Nev., a short dis- track, near Jamaica, Long Island, and haps treble, their ordinary output of as
proved themselves cheaper cars to keep up.
favoring the appointment of a
some of the world's best thorough crops, Is the information from Forest
tance west of Gerlach.
woman to succeed the late Pacido
Supervisor
James F. Mullen of the
To build cars of such .quality and such value
Dr. J. Wilbur Chapman of Jamaica, breds, including many French and
Beltram, county superintendent nf
Manzano forest.
N. Y., was elected moderator of the English, were among the entries.
clearly reflects the strength and soundness
schools.
The governor appointed the Rev.
and ability of the Saxon organization.
GENERAL'
Liiueu mates at lalias, lex.
An appeal to the churches of the Randolph Cook of Albuaueraue
Reed Named Disbursing Officer.
Thomas Lyons, president of the country to make Sunday, June 3d, chaplain in the National guard and
Saxon Motor Car Corporation
Santa
Fé. R. C. Reid, legal adviser
Harry
Cronenberg
second
lieutenant
Gila Farms Company, near Silver "Liberty Loan Day" was sent to
Detroit, Michigan
City, N. M was found murdered In a clergymen everywhere by the Liberty
Over 15,000 acres of leased state to Governor Llndsey, has been desie
by
tül
nated
some good territory open for
the
grazing land has been planted, or
federal government as
cation In Highland Park, a suburb of Loan Committee.
J1T
Dealer. For information jrou should
El Paso, Tex.
The government is in the market broken for planting to food and for disbursing officer in connection with
pply to
Fifty to 75 per cent of the women for'250,000 horses and mules for army age crops this year, by approximately the recruiting of troops in New Mexl
New co. He will have the handling- of all
assistants of the fashionable mod use, which probably will cost $100.000. 500 lease holders in twenty-fivCarter Motor Company
money paid Out for drafting and other
Istes ot Chicago have been discharged 000. They will be used in addition to Mexico counties.
' of the twe
recruiting expenses.
Twenty-onas the result of "war economy" on the 40,000 motor trucks and automobiles
Denver, Colo.
part of society.
Col. Augustus P. Gardner, adjutant counties of the state were represented
general's reserve corps, who resigned at the convention of the women of
Pefense Council Organizes.
WASHINGTON
his seat In Congress as representative New Mexico called by the war com
Santa Fé. The Council of State De
It was declared authoritatively that from. Massachusetts to Join his colors, mittee and held In the Supreme
Court fense, appointed by the governor un
the united States has not discussed was assigned to active duty at Gov room at Santa Fé.
der the public defense bill, passed bv
with any other government the sub- ernor's Island, New York.
The Pecos valley is now fully or the Legislature at Its extra session,
ject of possible territorial annexations
Passengers arriving at Juarez. Méx.. ganized for growing the largest crops organized by electing Secundlno Ro
arising from the European war.
from the south say they Baw the in its history. Both Eddv and Chaves mero of Las Vegas,
chairman: Phil
'A general strike of the machinists bodies
of the station master, tele counties perfected central organiza H. Lenoir of Las Vegas
is to remain
employed In the shops of the Denver graph operator
and a Mexican "army tions some time ago and every com as secretary.
A Rio Grande system throughout Colo
officer hanging from a telegraph pole munity has now a local association.
rado may. be called unless the man- at Ortiz station, south of Chlhaubua
Between now and the time armv or
agement agrees to a 10 per cent In- City.
Santa Fé Officers to Presidio.
ganization ends, it is confidently ex
Canada extends to you a hearty invitacrease In wages before June 10.
Santa Fé. State Senator M. T. Dun- Plans were progressing at Dallas. pected that every graduate of the
tion to settle on her FREE Homestead
All available American transatlantic Tex., toward union
of
two New Mexico Military Institute In the lavy, Civil Engineer Jay Turley, Assist
lands of 1 60 acres each or secure' some
tennage for the time being will be branches of the Presbyterianthe
Attorney
ant
Milton
HelGeneral
J.
Church, state will be called into service and
of the Imv nriral lanrlo in
used to transport supplies to Russia, which was split at the beginning of It
Mining Engineer Emorv
seems a foregone conclusion that in mick and
Saskatchewan and Alberta. This year wheat is higher but
France and Italy, under an arrange- the Civil War. The union Is
Marshall
left
for
the
San
Presidio
at
Canadian land just s cheap, so the opportunity is more atment about to be made by the Ameri- to be completed before the exnected practically every instance thev will Francisco to enter the training camp
tractive than ever. Canada wants you to help feed the world
end of the Join the colors as officers.
can government with the allies.
army
for
by tilling some of her fertile toil land similar to that which
officers.
present General Assembly.
During the troop concentration nn
during many years has svremged 20 to 45 bushels of wheat
Having proclaimed June 6th the day
Complete plans for housing '22,000 the border the Y. M. C. A. nut nn
to the aero Think of the money you can make with wheat
on which the 10,000,000 men of the men at each of thirty-twRattlesnake Bite Kills Girl.
divisional forty-eigbuildings, employed 150 sec
around $2 a bushel and land so easv to tret Wonderful
. country from 21 to SO years old will cantonment
Demlng. A rattlesnake caused the
camps In which the war retaries and paid out $350,000
yields also of Oats, Barley and Flax. Mixed farming
in lookrrglster for the. selective draft army, army is to be trained have been ing
of
Leola
Matthews, the
in Western Canada is as profitable an industry as
after the welfare of the troops. death
lYesldent Wilson Friday night Issued worked out by War Department
(rain growing.
offi For the present eraereencv it u old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. E.
orders for the dispatch of the first ex- cials, and construction work will
The Government thlt year is asking farmers to put inbe planned to put up 200 buildings and Matthews of Mimbres. The ehild was
peditionary force to France.
bitten while on her way to school and
creased acreage Into grain. There is a great demand for
undertaken as soon as commanders of employ 1,100 secretaries.
The rationing of Holland, ISforway, the military departments
larm labor to replace the many young mea who have
died here at a hospital.
have deslfs- A
volunteered for enrice. The citaste is healthful and
small
section
of
near
land
Mmm.
Sweden, Denmark, Switzerland and nated the sites.
agreeable, railway facilities excellent, good schools and
tain Park Station, on the E. P. & s,
Spain was discussed formally at a conchurches convenient. Write for literature as to reduced
Alleged Rustler Captured.
Announcement was made by the W. line,
has been on fire almost two
railway rate to Sunt, of Immigration, Ottawa. Can or to
ference at the State Department be- Federal Reserve Bank of New
Las Vegas. Eleuterlo Lopez, a fugi
York months. The burning: land la ohnnt
tween British Foreign Secretary Bal
that it had been requested to receive ieventy-flvtive from Justice since 1915. was ar
W. V. BENNETT
yards long by
four, Secretary Lansing, Secretary subscriptions for an
additional issue yards wide and is known an fifteen rested at Watrous by Sheriff Lorenzo
Room 4, Bee Cldg Omaha. Neb.
a
Hedfield and British and American
of $280,000,000 treasury certificates of bed.
Delgado, who went there and found
Canadian Government Agent
trade experts.
indebtedness.
the man in bed.
"
lasas.
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Ballad of Memorial Day
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bore-wind wai cold, the hill-to- p
marched and look our Hand.
Smith feu the army we had there,
With Hawkins in command

THE

GAMEUÍTO BEING

W

placed a flag above the mound
And from a book I read
The Lord God bleu this hallowed ground
Where lie) the nation's dead"

THEN to the road we turned again

Fámous Organization Had Its
ception Before the Close of
the Civil War.
GATHERED PATRIOTS IN

In-

'0LD

Hawkins and Smith and

earliest reliable written
of the Grand Army of the
were consumed at Boston during the great conflagra-

THE

tion on Memorial day, 1873. Fortunately, however, although the early preliminary history Is lost to the country, enough of printed and written records In other locations was found to
enable the historians of the G. A. R.
to piece out the Interesting story of

Its birth.
In the quaint old hall of records at
the national G. A. R. lieadquurters In
Independence square, Philadelphia,
of the nationthe original minute-booal encampments, beginning with the
Soldiers and Sailors' convention at
Pittsburgh, September 25, 18G6, may
he seen carefully preserved among oth-- r
historic G. A. R. literature.
It Is a heavy sheepskin folio in good
condition, of 780 pages, of which 353
are written upon. The minutes cover
the story of the national encampments
for the first six years, from 1867 to
1872, after which the proceedings were
printed. These records and others of
Ihe departments contain the history of
the Grand Army organization after It
became an embodied fact. There is,
howeverj because of the lost records
a nebulous atmosphere about the
movements leading up to its formation.. But the organization, It Is clearly known, is the evolution of the active
political and social movements among
i
soldiers In the 12 months succeed
ing the close of the war.
k

voice, which filled the wayside pine.

of martial days ;
It's great soul through our slender line.
Rendered .memorial praise.
Stephen Tracy LKinjiton, in Htrpw'i Weekly.

retire In favor of the army men; consequently clubs and societies of soldiers and their supporters for the promotion of their candidacy for positions
of trust and emolument sprang up
everywhere.
There was soon a great
host of organizations, among them the
Boys In Blue, Soldiers and Suilors'
league, Conservative Army and Navy
Union, White Boys In Blue, Colored
Soldiers' league a vast mass of varied
tinted bodies of assorted minds, who
were destined to form the nucleus for
G. A. R.
the
Idea of the organization of the
Army of the Republic was
really conceived, however, before the.
close of the war. The signer of the
first general order, calling the first
encampment in Indianapolis, November 20, 1800, carefully preserved In
the venerable general order book In

THE

the Ilall of Records at Philadelphia,

was MaJ. Benjamin Franklin Stephenson, provisional commander In chief
In 18G6 and the founder of the Grand
Army of the Republic.
Major Stephenson was a native of
Wayne county, Illinois, where he was
born In 1822. Reared In poverty, but
managing to wrest an education from
he entered the
difficult conditions,
medical profession, graduating from
Rush Medical college, Chicago, In 1851,
and practicing In Petersburg, 111. He

enlisted and served three years as surgeon of the Fourteenth Illinois Infantry and Immediately after the war
he resumed the practice of his profession, locating at Springfield, 111. Major
Stephenson during the war was closely associated with Chaplain William
Rtitledge, a Virginian by birth, a resident of Illinois and a Methodist preacher, who was his tentruate .and bosom

far cry from the
era of prosperous commercial
and industrial peace In. the United
States back to the troubled days of companion.
Hi.) and 'ti, "wnen jojiany camemarcn-lu- g

IT

SEEMS a

come

Out one soldier's grave ;
The wide land rife with tramp and drum,
Its immanent presence gave.

ITS

To Inculcate Loyalty to the Nation
, Which They Saved, and the Upholding of Its Institutions, the
Foundation Stone of the
Great Order.

L

The same as though a thousand men
Were in our company.
FOR not alone we three had

-

V

home."

WAS while upon the campaign
The discharged soldiers came back ITof Sherman's expedition to Meridian,
to meet and conquer with a soldier's Fin., Ih 1864, that Chaplain Rutledge
courage a difficulty more complex and Is said to have made the fruitful sugintangible than that of fighting an e- gestion to Major Stephenson that
nemythe problem of his own read- "soldiers so closely allied in fellowjustment of tins workaday world which ship of suffering would when mustered
... "
he had left
out desire some form of association to

Previous to the war the general
feeling had prevailed, as voiced by
Gov, John A. Andrews, speaking of
the people of Massachusetts, that the
family of every man who enlisted
should be fully provided for. The return of the soldier in health mado It
possible for him to resume responsibility All he needed was an opportunity.'
.

Rpntlment of patriotic sunnort- 1 ers of the army was thatthe men
who had given up their chance of
of supportadvancement at home-aning their families In the many avenues
of trade and commerce stimulated by
the war who had returned with good
record of service, wounded or dlsu- ,
bled,-- should be entitled to considera- tion In the distribution of offices under the local, state and national government. Places of honor and profit,
It was held, should be given to the
veterans whose services and sacrifices
had been so great. But politicians Intrenched In office were not willing to

ruilE

DRAFT

GALL

tieeds each man, not In the field that
will moi,t pleasure him, but in the
deavor that will best serve the common- good. Thus, though a sharp-

shooter pleases to operate a trlphanv

v

I

ÍEXT OF

preserve the friendship and the memories of their common trials and dangers."
The two friends agreed that If spared
they would work out together some
plan of allegiance tp meet the need.
This suggestion and agreement proved
to be the germ of the Grand Army of
the Republic, the greatest and most
Influential body of veterans In the
world. It was not until nearly a year'
after the grand muster out that Major
Stephenson
and Chaplain Rutledge
and laid the foundamet la
tion plans' for the new national order.
The work of a Missouri organization
called the Grand Army of Progress
suggested the form of ritual which was
adopted and which was printed .In
great secrecy.
.,
FOURTEEN charter members of the
participated In the
first conference, and united 15 from
the first historic pioneer G. A. R.
post at Decatur, 111., April 6, lSGfi.
These men were Col. John M. Snyder,

j

Dr. James Hamilton, Maj: R. M.
Woods and 11 others.
The makers of the G..A. R., It appears,- adopted, in part, the "title of
officers" and the general organization
of the Loyal Legion of the United
States, ftie essential difference Inhering In the terms of eligibility to
office, the Loyal Legion restricting
membership of the first class to offi
cers.
The plan of organization embraced.
first, the formation of precincts, called
posts; second, county unions, called
districts; third, state associations,
known as departments, and the na
tlonal organization formed originally
of two delegates from each department.
The declaration of principles, a clear

statement of the fraternal, patriotic
and charitable purpose of the new organization, was Introduced by a para
graph in
and rounded
phraseology after the style of Jthe
times, as follows :
g

14T IIE soldiers of the Volunteer
I Army of the United States during the war of
actuated by
the Impulse and convictions of pa
triotism and eternal right; combined
in the strong bonds of fellowship and
unity by the tolls, the dangers and
the victories of a long and vigorously
waged war, feel themselves called on
to declare In definite form of words,
and In determined
ac
tion, those principles and rules which
should guide the earnest patriot, the
enlightened freeman and the Chris
tian citizen In his course of action,
and to agree upon those plans and
laws which should govern them in a
united and systematic working raeth
od with which In some measure shall
be effected the preservation of the
grand results of the war, the fruits
of their labor and toll, so as to' bene
fit the deserving and worthy."
The Grand Army organization, It
appears, at first made little headway
In the various states. In two years but
thirteen states were permanently organized, the order being Illinois, Wis
consin, Pennsylvania, Ohio, New York,
Connecticut, Massachusetts, New Jersey, Maine, California, Nevada, Rhode
Island, New Hampshire and Vermont.
The. chief cause of the slow progress
seemed to be that the soldiers had be
come weary of organization In the Ineffective clubs already, referred to,
which had grown Into popular disfavor,
and almost total disruption was threat
ened by the Indifference and opposition
of those who at first conceived the G.
A. R. to be some sort of secret society of partisan proclivities.
18C1-186-

5

heads, however,
MANY wise power
for good In the or
the
ganization, and its future prosperity
was happily assured by the adoption
of a resolution of the national en
campment of 1863 that the purpose of
the G. A. R. is "to secure the rights
of these defenders of their country, by
all moral, social and political means In
our control."
Emphasis was appropriately placed
on the primary objects of the organization to maintain and strengthen the
fraternal feelings wjdeh bind together
the soldiers and marlffes of the Civil
war, to perpetuate the memory and
history of those who' have died, and to
lend assistance to the needy and to
their widows and orphans, and all distinctions of party, creed, rank or'color
were eliminated.
Message Held Most Dear.

In my native town there Is a monument that crowns Its .central hill a
plain white shaft, writes a correspondent of the Boston Globe. Deep cut Into
its shining side Is a name dear to me
above the names of men. Not for all
the glories of America, from Plymouth
Rock all the; way, would I exchange
the heritage he left me In his soldier's
death. This message comes from consecrated ground sacred soil to all of
us rich la memories thut make us
purer and stronger and better, an eloquent witness In its white peace.

AHOLE NATION MUST TRAIN FOR mer for the forging: of great guns, ana
an expert machinist desires to' march
WAR DUTY, DECLARES PRESIwith the flag, the nation la being
DENT WILSON.
served only when the sharpshooter
marches and the machinist remain
at bis levers,
Draft Bill Not Conscription.
Executive Proclamation Sets Tuesday,
The whole nation must be a team
June Fifth, When; Men of Nation
In which each man shall play the part
Will Report for Duty in War
for which he 1 best fitted. To thla
end Congress has provided that the
ialnst Foreign Foe.
nation shall be organized for war by
selection and that each man shall be
classified for service In the place to
K'Mtarn N .wipaper I'nlon News Servio.
which It shall best serve the general
Washington.
President Wilson's good to call him.
proclamation putting into effect the
The significance of this cannot be
selective draft provision of the war overstated. It Is a new thing to our
history and a landmark in our progirruy bill, follows:
ress.
It Is a new manner of accepting
1 PROCLAMATION BY THE PRESI- and vitalizing
our duty to give ourDENT OF THE UNITED STATES: selves with thoughtful devotion to the
Whereas, Congress has enacted and common purpose of us all.
the President has on the 18th day of
Section fi. That the President Is
May, one thousand nine hundred and hereby authorized to utilize the serveventeen, approved a law which con- Ice of any or all departments, and
tains the following provisions:
any or all officers or agents of the
Section 5. That all male persons United States and of the several
between the ages of 21 and 30, both states, territories, and the District of
Inclusive, shall be subject to registra- Columbia, and subdivisions thereof, in
tion in accordance with regulations to the execution of this act, and all offi
be prescribed by the President; and cers and agents of the United States
upon proclamation by the President and of the several states, territories
or other public notice given by him and subdlvisitiis thereof, and of the
or by his direction stating the time District of Columbia, and all persons,
and place of Huch registration It shall designated or appointed under regula
be the duty of all persons of the des- tions prescribed by the President,
ignated ages except officers and en- whether such appointments are made
listed men of the regular army, the by the President himself or by the
navy and the national guard and na- governor or any other officer of any
val militia while in the service of the state or territory to perform any duty
United States to present themselves In the execution of this act, are herefor and be subject to registration un- by required to perform such duty as
der the provisions of this act and ev- the President shall order or direct,
ery Buch person shall be deemed to and all such officers and agents and
have notice of the requirements of persons so designated or appointed
this act upon the publication of said Shall hereby have full authority for all
proclamation or other notice as afore- acts done by them in the execution of
said given by the President or by his this act by the direction of the Presi
direction; and any" person who shall dent.
Correspondence In the execution ol
wilfully fail or refuse to present himself for registration or submit there- this act may be carried in penalty en
to as hereinto approved, shall be guil- velopes bearing the frank of the War
ty of a niisdomeanor and shall, upon Department. Any persons charged as
conviction In the Distlrlct Court of herein provided with the duty of car
the United Slates having jurisdiction rying into effect any of the provisions
thereof, be punished by Imprisonment of this act or regulations made or difor not more thau one year and shall rections given thereunder who shall
thereupon be duly registered; provid- fail or neglect to perform such duty;
ed, that In the call of the docket pro- and any person charged with such
cedure shall be given In courts trying duty or having and exercising any
the same, to the trial of criminal pro- authority under said act, regulations
ceedings under this act; .provided, or directions, who shall knowingly
further, that persons shall be subject make or be a party to the making of
to registration as herein provided who any false or Incorrect registration,
physical examination, exemption, enshall have attained their twenty-firs- t
birthday and who shall not have at- listment, enrollment or muster; and
birthday on or any person who shall make or be a
tained their thirty-firs- t
before the day set for the registra- party to the making of any false
tion and all persons so', registered statement or certificate as to the fit
shall be and remain subject to draft ness or liability of himself or any
Into the forces hereby authorized, other person for service under the
unless exempted or excused therefrom provisions of this act or regulations
as In this act provided; provided, fur- made by the Precldent thereunder, or
ther, that In the case of temporary otherwise evades or aids another to
absence from actual place of legal evade the requirements of this act or
residence of any person liable to reg- of said regulations, or who, In any
istration aa provided herein such reg- manner, shall fall or neglect fully to
istration may be made by mall under perform any duty required of hlra In
regulations to be prescribed by the the execution of this act shall, It not
subject to military law, be guilty ol
President.
And I do further proclaim and give a misdemeanor, and upon conviction
lotice to all persons subject to regis- In the District Court of the United
tration in the several states and In the States having jurisdiction thereof be
District of Columbia in accordance punished by imprisonment for not
with the above law that the time and more than one year, or, if subject to
military law, shall be tried by court
place of such registration shall be
7 a. m. and 9 p. m. on the 5th martial and suffer such punishment
day of June, 1917, at the registration as a court martial may direct.
place in the precinct wherein they State Official! to Aid in Registration.
Now, Therefore, I, Woodrow Wilson,
have their permanent homes.
Those who shall have attained their President of the United States, do call
twenty-firs- t
birthday and who hall upon the governor of each of the sev
eral states and territories, the board
not have attained their thirty-firs- t
birthday on or before the day here of commissioners of the District of
named are required to register, ex- Columbia, and all officers and agents
cepting only officers and enlisted men of the several states and territories,
of the regular army, the navy, the ma- of the District of Columbia and of the
rine corps, and the national guard, and counties and municipalities therein to
naval militia, while In the service of perform certain duties In the execu
the United States and officers in the tion of the foregoing law, which duties
officers' reserve corps and enlisted will be communicated to them directly
men in the enlisted reserve corps in regulations of even date herewith.
It Is in no sense á conscription of
while In active service. In the terri
tories of Alaska, Hawaii and Porto the unwilling; it is, rather, selection
Rico a day for registration will be from a nation wnlch has volunteered
In mass. It is no more a choosing of
named In a later proclamation.
those who shall march with the colors
- Persons III Register by Agent.
Is a selection of those who
And 1 do charge those, who through than it
serve an equally necessary and
sickness shall be unable to present shall
purpose In the Industries that
themselves for registration that they devoted
apply on or before the day of regis- He behind the battle line.
The day here named is the time up
tration to the county clerk of the
county where they may be, for Instruc- on which all shall present themselves
It is
tions as to how they may be regis- for assignment to their totasks.
be rememtered by agent. Those who expect to for that reason destiaed
conspicuous
be absent on the day named from the bered as one of the most
counties In which they have their per- moments in our history. In Ranks.
Should Be No Gaps
manent home may register by mall,
It is nothing less than the day upon
but their mailed registration cards
must reach the places In which they which the manhood of the country
have their riermancnt homes by the shall step forward in one solid rank
in defense of the ideals to which this
day named herein.
They should apply as soon as prac nation Is consecrated, ft Js Importticable to the county clerk of the coun- ant to those Ideals no less than tb the
ty wherein they may be for instruc pride q this generation In manifesttions as to how they may accomplish ing Its devotion to them that there be
no gaps in the ranks.
their registration by mail.
It is essential that the day be apIn case such persons, as through
sickness or absence, may be unable to proached In thoughtful apprehension
present themselves personally for reg- of its significance and that we acistration shall be sojourning In cities cord to It the honor and the meaning
of over 30,000 population, they shall that it deserves. Our industrial need
applr to the city clerk wherein they prescribes that it be not made a
may be sojourning rather than to the technical holiday, but the stern sacriclerk of the county
fice that is before us urges that It be
The clerks of counties and of cities carried in all our hearts as a great
of over 30,000 population In which nu day of patriotic devotion and obligamerous applications from the sick and! tion, when the duty shall He upon
from nonresidents are expected are au- every man, whether he Is himself to
thorized to establish such subagcncles be registered or not, to: see to It that
and to employ and deputize such cler the name of every male person of the
ical force as may be necessary ta ac designated age Is written on these lists
commodate these applications.
of honor.
America Must Become Armed Nation.
In witness whereof I have hereunto
The power against which we are ar set my hand and caused the seal of
rayed has sought to Impose
the United States to
upon the world by force. To this, end
Done at the city of Washington, this
It hás Increased armament until U: has eighteenth day of May, in tne year of
changed the face of war, . In the sense our Lord one thousand nine hundred
in which we have been wont to "think and seventeen, and of the Independof armies there are 'no' armies in this ence of the United States of America
struggle. ' There aré entire nations the one hundred and forty-firsarmed. Thus, the men who remain to
.
By the President:., ......
till the soil and man the factories are
m "'OBRIÍT.ÍÍAIÍSlNa,;"'
'
" '"
no less a part of the array that :1s
Secretary of State.
France than the men. beneath the. battle flags.
Rio Grande Must Pay 'Bond 0eV J
It must be so. wlth.us. It Is not an
train
The Denver &1v Rió
ghape
must
and
army that we
t New York.
for war; It Is a nation'. To' this end Grande railroad guaranteed the
tar neople must draw close in one
bond Issue of the Western Pacompact front against a common foe. cific and must pay the $32,272,274
But this cannot, be If each man pur still due on the bonds to the Equitable
sues a private purpose. All must pur
Trust Company, Judge Hand ruled In
sue one purpose.
The nation needs all men; dui n Fedoral Court here.
t.

.,

.
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Druggist's Cusfornars

.';.;;KlÉ2yJ,!eJ!É3'r'V.
Swamp-Roo- t
is the
Dr. 'Kilmer's
best seller on the market today in this
locality. I believe it is all that is claimed,
and during my experience of eight years
in handling it ts a kidney, liver and bladder remedy'! have never heard a tingle
complaint sid know that it bat produced
very beneficial result! in many catet,
to the. reports of my customers
who praise it highly.
Very truly youre,
HERBERT S. MAXWELL,

'

Druggist.
Plymouth, Maní.
Will Do For Yob
Prove Wbst Swamp-RoCo.,
Send ten cents to Dr. Kilmer
Binnhamton,
N. Y., for a temple tiza
You
Itwill convince anyone.
bottle.
will also receive a beoklet of valuable
information, telling about the kidneys
and bladder. When writing, be ture and
t
mention this paper.' Regular
aize bottlet for tale at all
and
drug ttoret. Adv.
June

5, 1918.,

fifty-cen-

one-doll-

She's Found a Place to Start
"Now Unit we are at war we shall
have to practice rigid economy."
"All right, my dear, I looked nt J'0'"'a)(,
last year's hut this morning, and I a insure It will do again for tills suminer.

SOFT, CLEAR SKINS
So by Dally Use of Cuticura
Soap and Ointment Trial Free.

Made

The hist thing at night and the first
the morning, buthe the face freely
with Cuticura Soap and hot water. If
there are pimples or dandruff smear
them with Cuticura Ointment before
bathing. Nothing better thau Cuticura
tor dully toilet preparations.
Free sample ench by mail with Book.
Address postcard, Cuticura, Dept. L,
Boston. Sold- everywhere. Adv.
In

-

"What
hasl"

a

Her Choice.
line carriage that man

"Yes. But I'd rather know the man
with the millionaire slouch who owns
a limousine."
Make the laundre
hnppy that's ReJ
Cross Bar lilue. Males beautiful, cleaf
white clothes. All good grocen. Adv.

WOMEN NEVER CAN SEE JOKE
This Was Brown's Conclusion After He
Had Recounted One That Had
Been Told to Him.
Brown met Johnson the other mornThe
ing hurrying along the street.
latter hud a parcel under his arm, and
Brown, always Inquisitive, wanted to
know what it contained.
"Well," said Johnson, "If you must
know, I've Just bought a puir of gutters
very nice ones, too."
"Where at?" asked Brown.
"Oh, I don't know the name, but
It's a little shop Just down that alley
across there," said Johnson.
"Ha-ha!laughed Brown, who always liked his little Joke, then they
must be
This so tickled Johnson that he
made up his mind that he must tell
that to his wife, so, on reaching home,
he burst Into the room, and laughed
until his wife thought he would never
stop.
She could not make out what on
earth was the Joke, so Johnson started
to tell her.
! Oh, lor, such a Joke I
"Ha-ha- ,
I just met Brown, and' he asked me
what I'd got lu my parcel.
"I told him I'd bought a new pair of
leggings, but didn't know the name of
the shop, but it was Just down the
court.
"He Immediately niaibj a good Joke
out of it. He said, 'Good! Then
you've got two crocodiles! What I
Well, I'm blest I"
You can't see It?
said he, as his wife maintained a se"That's Just the
rious expression.
They can't see a
worst of women.
Joke when It Is staring them In the
face, I saw it In a moment."
Then he went out Into the fresh air,
slamming the door as he did so. London
"
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Tit-Bits- ..

Hunger is the best sauce.
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tained by adding
to the daily menu
a ration of
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Ease of Di- fjestion Excelare
all" found in this
truly remarkablé
wheat dnd barley
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Notice to Taxpayers
of Solano callof
join
ranks
and
ed Saturday to
readers. Mr. Wharton is The last half of your taxes are
an old timer who was here when now due, and will be delinquent
WJ first came to the country and and subject to penalty the firet
hauled coal to the steam plow day of June.
Pay your taxes now and avoid
for us when we first landed here
having to pay publication charges etc.
FOR SALE Tllree year old
C. U. Strong.
Shorthorn bull, milking strain.'
Coll.. Mora Co.
and
Treas.
Neis Kreíberg,
J.

PANWM-AMtRieA-

S, Wharton,

The snow and rain which visited us a few Weeks ago has made
the fanners pustle. All are busy
preparing the soil and planting
spring crops, . Wheat and grass
doing fine.

.11.

.iHJlO
'

;..

Mercantile
.

L, A. Canon has completed
home and it adds greatly to
looks of this neighborhood,
well as a comfórtoble home

his
as
;

.i

GomoaiB

:

the
for

'

his family."

i

,
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George Lucas the wife of Daw
son who have been visiting their
home and parents here the past
two weeks returned to Dawson
The farm machinery ad of the last week; they will remain there
Wilson Co, Mills, last week bro't this summer,. returning in the
them some buyers for planters fall to remain permanently.
who found Roy sold out in that
The M. E. Ladies Aid Society
line.
met with Mrs. Harry Wortman
last week, a splendid afternoon
and luncheon is reported by all
ladies present
FAVORITE OF FILM DOM

"The House of Service"

,

Springer N, M.

18 T. 4.

Henry Farr was in Tuesday
talking about getting a wheat
bin and having it ready to store
the wheat on our farm when har
vest tims arrives.
Plymouth Rock Hens, one
old,
year
$1.00 each cash. Call
on J. W, Gibson and son, 5 miles
south of Roy at R. R. crossing
45

Harry Stuart has gone to Daw
son to spend the summer, having
employment on the Horse Shoe
Ranch which is managed by Mr.
Barney Mitchell; formerly a res
ident here. ,

Mrs. J. W. Harley, a daughter
of Mrs. Henry Stone, who is we'.l
remembered here writes from
her present home in Los Angelos
that she has embarked in a Mail
Order business through which

Mrs. Henry Mitchell visited
her daughter, Mrs. C. L. Justice
of Roy last week. '

she intends to act as purchasing
agent for her friends and patrons
buying in the City Stores and at
prices which seem to her
low. She plans to adlocal papers in all the
in
vertise
towns in New Mexico where she
is personally known and we can
recommend her as a tasteful and
shrewd buyer who should be a
great convenience to her friends.
Marion Connor, of Solano
in town Tuesday in his Ford.
tells us his corn is coming on
and all crops look good since
snow,

For the WEEK ending JUNE, 2d

L A. Canon's are the proud
possessors of a new inner player
piano.

T2pd,

mar-velous-

FECIA
Ladies Voile Waists

See Us About

$1.50,

Groceries

All Sizes," Regular Price
Special Price

$1.00 and Provisions. We will
Make it Interesting for

- -

CASH BUYERS.

L. A. Brown and wife were
shopping in Roy Tuesday of last
week.

ly

Miss Olga Nelson who has been
two
in Goodrich, S. D.
years, will return here in June to
visit Iter sister MrsTAnna Christ
It
man. Her many meas win welcome her back to New Mexico.
the.-pas- t

Y.

1

w

was
He
fine
the

É0R SALE:

- White Faced Bull

Good Stock.

Gypey O'Brien.
One of several popular sTen actresses appearing In "The Scarlet

,'

G; R. ABERNA7HV.

Boys Overalls
Good quality, 4 to 12 yrsí
sizes from 4 to 8 years Regular price 65c.
Regular price 75 cts.
Special Price, 45c
Special price 55 cts.

Children's Aprons

LETTERS
ADVEUTISKD
Roy, Mora Co. New Mexico'
May 21. 1917,

Mother's
Cook Book

The following is a list of letters
remaining in the Post Office, nt
Roy, New Mexico for more than
fourteen days prior to Apr. 16,
1 Francisco Garcia
Home U the place in the worM where
2 Wm, Welch Moore Jr.
hearts are sure of each other. It the
place of confidence. It
the spot where
3 Pedro Garcia
expressions of tenderness gush out without any sensation of uwkwardnesi anc
4 Francisco Madrid
without any dread oí ridicule. F. W. Robertson.
5 Mr. J, F. Garbin
Bread Crumb Griddle Cakes.
6 Mr. Jack Mayberry
I

I

The above letters wHl remain
"ADVERTISED'1 for fourteen
days and if uncalled for at the
end of that time, ame will be
sent to the Division f Deud Let
ters, Washington Ü. 0.
When calling for above letters
Please say "ADVERTISED.1
One cent postage Due. will be
collected on any of the above
letters delivered.
Wm. G. Johnson,
Postmaster, Roy, N. Mex

Pour two cupfuls ot scalding milk
over two cupfuls of bread crumbs.
eggs
When cool, add two
and two tublespoonfuls of butter. Sift
one cupful of flour with three
of baking powder, one
of sugür and one-haof salt Beat thoroughly, add
the crumbs and cook on a biasing hot
griddle.
well-beate- n

table-spoonf-

lf

Spinach With Bacon.
Canned spinach or freshly cooked
spinach muy be used. Chop It coarsely
and place lu a baking dish with stk-e-i
of bacon laid on top. Bake until the
v
bacon Is crisp and brown. ,

Potatoes Hashed With Green Pepper.
To hashed brown potutoes add a
slice of chopped bacon und a little
chopped green pepper for each person
The pepper may be parboiled before
chopping if it Is too strong of flavor.
Roast Mutton With Prunes.
Cook one onion, sliced in two table.
spoonfuls of butter, add a mutton chop
for each person, salt "and pepper to
taste, place In a casserole with a little
water. When the meat is tender add
u pound of prunes, which have been
previously soaked In two cupfuls of
water and a teaspoonful of sugar. Cook
until the prunes are tender, then serve

aot

Mock Yorkshire Pudding.
Make a very soft biscuit dough and
Virginia Batter Bread.
drop by spoonfuls Into the pan with
Beat three eggs, add a pint of corn-methe roast, giving the biscuit about fifInto which has been sifted two
teen minutes to bake. Cover with the tablespoonfuls of baking powder, then
roaster.
add enough sweet milk to make a thin
batter and pour Into a hot,
d
pan. Bake quickly.
well-jrease-

mm

Apple

Float

Roast ten apples, remove the skins
ind cores, then add a cupful of' sugar
nd the whites. of three eggs. Make a
nistard of a pint of milk, two v
of cornstarch and the yolks
)f the eggs. Flavor to taste and serve
vlth the snow.

Children's Aprons,
Extra good Quality,age 4
to 8, Regular price $1.00
Special Price, .75

MEN'S FELT HATS
In Black and Nutra
Our regular $2.25 hats,
Special Price, $1.85
in all sizes, Come early if
you want one of them.

Our LINE of
Farming Utensils
is now Complete. See us
In Our Drug D'pt about them, we can save
We are Sole Agents for the you Money.
HOT SPRINGS Chemical
Company, Hot Springs, Ark.
d
These Medicines are
and
PROPERTIES
HEALING
for their
Rheumatism,
for
Medicines
of
consists
Kidney and Liver trouble, Eczema, and
Blood remedies.
in order to introduce these medicines
we will Sell for One Week Only, All our
World-Renowne-

Just How Limpets Stick.
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of RMfM" Bicycle, chowa in full color In our blf new OUtorne lint off thepM. Thre
(M)
re eiíhty-lhre- e
showa at prices rant in, from $11.7 S, $13.73, $16.7 S
up. There Is a MtmJ Bicycle lor
rider, at a price aiade oossiblc
by our

al,

el

rfV

HteTODATfortttaew&iJeof',lUtw,'lMwle.
SPÜ FS kva.a.l Tirw aad
Sundriti at priwa o lour tW tclil aHuntth twu. Alio,
full particulars of pur rwlitw offer to deliver to you aU tíuirwt mrrvW your choice
of an

of be 94 kinds of
A.NGK; Btercles rou aiay select, for i)NU UoStITS TRKS TRIAL.
This wonderful offer Is omkde)v genuine. Nome criticises your choke it it's
Hanger" the

w

IWVium.muiwkiuoi VKKKII

UK COUOIT.

vlth
trie UohHiia
Coaater-Brske-
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Bicycle

""

Inner Tubes . JRec
OuLMé. all the aewnit ideas

equipment
aad Suudrlcs,las well as the B rpir riTuina vomouMiion uoers fur
. , V.
"".rvre .u snowa raiiy iiiusiraiM, at tlA.k,r VSVAlt
Our new

Is the larirett rrcr hsucd by any Bicycle coacera. Rrea If roufHllKH.
do not need a new
Bicycle now. or Rermir Psrta, Tires, etc., for your old Bicycle, you aeed this
Catalogue to tell yon

Catalogue.

the prices yoa should pay when yea da bay.
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"""t Mer Arert In -r- ry nrlihbloi to ride
snd exhibit the Btw"RANOI!R." You can select the

oar owa aeeda. Boys snd youn mea in all parts of the country are
Jr,te.l."r
Vl,4
Rangers" and lakrar orders from their friends. They make a gWcomniMkm oa every
sale snd so can you. Our great output, perfected methods and uachiaer caaMr as to sell
' oahly" Bicycles at prices below all competitors.
.p- -r blg. new Cataloga, ale. gives larga
V
at .lowest
ot ear "Bicycle" customers of a generatioa ago
8uBdrlt
U
hmw "Mead" quality aad prices ara
aíwTeWrif hi!0'
VM TV
WW
I not delay. A postal rcaaest at s cost of ane
wHl bring yaa tha
eaimugae. 1U NOT HI I aatii yoa get it aad ear
aew oBers pad pnces.
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L. KIÍAD CYCLE CO.
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CHICAGO. ILU.1013
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Everyone Is familiar with the saying
"to stick like a limpet," but there are
not so many who know how It Is that
á limpet Is able to stick as It does
to the rocks upon which It passes its
existence. The creature Is able, by
means of the central' portion of Its
body, which can be raised Independently of the edge or frill which surrounds
ft, to create a vacuum, much la the
tame way that a piece of soft wet
leather can fie made to adhere to a
smooth surface by pressing out all the
air. Thus the
"strength
of the limpet is largely due to atmospheric pressure. It Is not entirely
o, however, for If they are closely examined It will be seen that the shells
accommodate themselves round the
edges to the surface of the rock upon
which the limpet Is located, and If removed to another spot the edge of the
xhrll win probably be found to be a
very bad fit, and the creature's power
to adhere somewhat lessened. If
taken by surprise with a snarp sidelong blow even a large limpet Is. easily
enough dislodged, but given the slightest warning, its power of suction is
instantly brought Into play, and very
often coaidderuble force Is then
,
t&ry era It caa fe dctacb&

An Assortment of
MEN'S SHIRTS
all Sizes, Regular Price,

.

$1.50, Special price 95c

$1.00 Bottles for 75 cents

"PIFfl
"THE ONE PRICE STOUE"
r

s

v

